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Festival lights up weekend
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
The Bowling Green and the
University community were
exposed to Indian culture at
the India Student Association's
annual celebration of Diwali,
festival of lights, Saturday.
The evening included Lakshmi Puja (prayer), dinner, entertainment and fashion. There
was also a raffle for small
prizes. More than 200 people
attended the celebration.
Lilly Hakobyan, a graduate
public administration student,
said Diwali was a good exposure to Indian culture through
entertainment, fashion and
spicy food.
"Diwali is a festival that
helps bring people together to
celebrate the festival of lights,"
said Gauri Tambay, a second
year graduate communication
disorders student. "It is also
beautiful and lively."
The festival also gave Tambay an opportunity to wear her
Indian costume, which was a
red and green sari that is "six
yards of silk draped around the
body."
St. Thomas More Parish was
decorated with Christmas
lights, colorful fabrics and holiday decorations.
According to Vijaya L.
Shrestha, who led the Puja,
Diwali is the worship of Lakshmi. goddess of wealth. Diwali
signifies the victory of good
over evil. In India, Laksmi is
celebrated Nov. 7.
"It was a time when Rama
came to Ayodha to defeat the
evil demon, Ravana," she said.
"Everyone was happy because
he then became king."
At the festival, there was a
table to give offering to the
Hindi goddesses. The table was
decorated with lights and can-
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Y2K
unlikely to
affect
medical
devices
There are 38 days left in the
millennium and in order to
celebrate, reflect and prepare
for the 21st century, The
News will run a millenniumrelated story every Monday.

dles Framed photo.'
three goddess Lakshmi. (goddess of wealth), Satyanarayan,
(goddess of well being) and Sri
Venkateswara, (goddess of
power) were draped with silk or
flowers. Some of the offerings
made that night were fruits,
flowers, jewelry and rice.
"When we give offering, we
bow and pray," she said. "The
goddesses don't care about
what type of offering is made as
long as we give it with an open
and pure heart."
The food catered by IndoPak, an Indian restaurant from

11 cuisine from different parts
of India. Some of the dishes
were Samosa (potato-filled patties); Tandori Chicken (Indian
barbecue); Butter Chicken
(spicy chicken with rich gravy);
Shahi Paneer (cottage cheese in
rich creamy gravy); Gulab
Jamun, dessert; and Raita
(yogurt-based salad).
Entertainment included five
performances through Hindi
songs and a traditional Indian
dance. Resham Bhattacharya,

BG News Photo/ MIKE
LEHMKUHLE
Three male and three female
dancers performed a traditional Indian dance at the India
Student Association's Diwali
celebration known as the festival of lights.
(Right) Emily
Ramakrishnan (5) daughter of
University professor, Sub,
seats herself on the window
sill while eating the ethnic
foods and enjoying the festive
atmosphere.

• Sec DIWALI, page seven.

University opens center for neuroscience
By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
The 90s is the decade of the
brain, said to Dr. Jaak
Panksepp, professor emeritus
of psychology. Panksepp said
that more has been learned
about the brain in the 1990s
than ever in past history.
"The miracle is that there is
so much more to be learned in
the future," he said.
Bowling Green is taking a
step toward the future by opening the Center for Neuro-

ilLLENNI

science, Mind and Behavior.
The opening of the center was
celebrated by a number of people in the field at a dinner that
took place at the Toledo Zoo Friday night.
According to Dr. Paul Moore,
associate professor of biological
sciences, the center was started
because it made sense. There
are enough faculty members on
staff here at the University
interested in neuroscience.
The research in the neuroscience field is already recognized nationally and interna-

tionally, according to Moore,
but the goal of the center is to
help make Bowling Green's program and research recognized
as one of the best in the world.
Moore said that other goals
of the center is to create a graduate degree in neuroscience,
create endowments to help
finance research and to hire
more faculty members.
"The center is unique in that
we specialize in an area
between
neuroscience and
behavior," Moore said.
That is how the Center for

Penn State Bus Accident

Associated Press Photo
A tow truck operator from Schlier's Towing in White Haven, Pa., works to remove one of the
four buses involved in an accident on 1-80 westbound near White Haven Sunday. Four buses
packed with Penn State University students crashed in thick fog early Sunday morning. See
page 4 for full story.

www.bgnews.com

Neuroscience, Mind and Body
got its name. The center not
only looks at why certain
species act a certain way, but
takes it a step further by concentrating on what makes the
species exhibit that certain
behavior.
The faculty members in
charge of the start of the program would eventually like to
dedicate the center to J.P.
Scott. Making the full name of
the center the J.P. Scott Center
for Neuroscience, Mind and
Body.

Scott was regents professor
of psychology at BGSU for 15
years until his retirement in
1980.
He published his
research in more than 230
short publications and eight
books. The dedication still has
to be approved by a board
before Scott receives the honor.
In conjunction with the center, an undergraduate major
will be created in neuroscience.
The graduate program will be
in charge of the undergraduate
major.

By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON — The Food
and
Drug Administration
moved recently to ease lingering concerns that some medical
devices might be hurt by the
Year 2000 computer glitch,
releasing results of an audit
that found no serious problems.
"The medical device manufacturers have done their job,"
said FDA associate commissioner William Hubbard. "We
have not found any problem
that warrants any public
health concern that these
things might fail."
The FDA already has said
that makers of prescription
drugs and other medical therapies appear ready for the new
year.
Also, a government sponsored survey showed that the
proportion of U.S. bank customers who say they definitely
or probably will withdraw
extra cash during the Y2K
transition period has fallen to
39 percent from 62 percent in
March.
The survey by the Gallup
Organization, based on some
1,400 interviews, was commissioned by the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
The FDIC chairwoman.
Donna Tanoue, said the results
underscore "growing consumer
confidence that banks are prepared for Y2K and that it will
be business as usual for bank
customers on Jan. 1, 2000, and
thereafter."
On the medical front, doctors have maintained that
while Y2K might affect computerized billing practices, the
• See MILLENNIUM, page seven.

Films explore Puerto Rican culture
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
Ana Maria Garcia, an
acclaimed filmmaker from
Puerto Rico, showed two of her
award-winning documentaries
in the Gish Film Theater in
Hanna Hall.
One hundred students and
faculty members came out on
the rainy Friday evening to
view the films. The two films
were "La Operacion," which
addressed the issue of sterilization in Puerto Rico, and "Cocolos and Rockeros: For Rock or
Salsa," which examined the factors that affects the development
of
Puerto-Rican
teenagers' cultural identity.
"La Operacion" (1982) is a
40-minute documentary that
explores the controversial use
of female sterilization as a
method of population control in
Puerto Rico.
"I was inspired to do this film
upon viewing statistics which
showed it was a matter of life
and death," Garcia said. "By
1980, Puerto Rican women had

the highest sterilization than
any women in the world."
The film contains interviews
with women who had been sterilized or experienced complications due to sterilization. It also
includes exposure of women
going through the sterilization
operation.
Sterilization was legalized in
1937. Sterilization was the
highest form of birth control
used by Latin Americans by the
late 1960s In Puerto Rico, "40
percent of women of childbearing age have been sterilized
and 48 percent of all married
women," according to the film.
Julia Strange, a freshman
English major, said "La Operacion" was "startling."
"We don't hear much about
this subject anymore in this
area of the world, but I wasn't
even aware that it was going
on, especially so close to home,"
she said.
The second film was "Cocolos
and Rockeros: For Rock or
Salsa," a 45-minute Spanish
documentary with English sub-

titles that examines the development of cultural identity
among teenagers in Puerto
Rico, including the preference
of salsa and rock. It examines
how class, nationality, race and
other factors are relevant in the
development of a cultural identity. Individuals who prefer
salsa music were labeled the
"Cocolos" and those who prefer
rock music were labeled the
"Rockeros."
The film included multiple
interviews with teenagers who
label
themselves
either
"Rockeros" or "Cocolos" and
their reasons for doing so. One
young man, who was a Cocolo
"low-rider." said he prefers
salsa because when he was into
rock music he was into drugs
and not keen on life. Concert
guards indicated they thought
the "Rockeros" were "crazy".
In addition the film featured
rock and salsa music groups
such as Eddie Palmieri's
Orchestra, El Gran Combo,
• See GARCIA, page seven.
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OPINION
Dear President Ribeau ...
Yes, this really is a letter to
Dr. Ribeau. Why wouldn't I
send it just to him? Because I
believe what I'm speaking of is
relevant to everyone at BGSU.
So read, punky brewsters.
Dr. Ribeau, you and I hove
crossed paths a couple of times
in my brief career here at
BGSU. And I've always enjoyed
talking with you, so don't take
this to mean that I have any
animosity directed toward you.
Nor would I like you to misconstrue my waggling ringedtongue in the headshot to the
right.
Today is my birthday, Dr.
Ribeau. Hooray for me! It's also
the day JFK was shot in 1963 . .
Well, at least it's still my birthday, eh? But three years ago,
my birthday was celebrated in
a much different manner.
I was at Howard University
in D.C., sitting in my dorm
room, by myself, playing on
America Online while the closest things I had to friends were
anxiously entering the premiere of the latest Star Trek
movie. Yes, life was pathetic.
But then I transferred here.
Since then I've done things I
never thought I would do, met
people I'm infinitely happy to
have met and gotten drunk and
laid to my heart's content. Life
is no longer as pathetic.
But I've still got a few bones
to pick with BGSU. I mean,
let's be honest here. Most of the
things that happened to me did
not happen directly from BGSU

-*** *^j|L

cracy. Like organizations out to
raise money for charitable
causes, how they're forced to
pay hundreds of dollars to rent
generators from the University.
Or when an organization puts
on an event with the help of a
local business, often those
checks take months to process
through the business office.
Why is it I could be prevented
from graduating for having a
few dollars due to the Bursar,
"Look, Sid, if I may
but the university can be overbe frank, BGSU has due and not even pay back
businesses in Bowling
some issues. And the some
Green?
issues are at every
Faculty: Once again, you've
level: administrative, got some good people in there.
of them still care. And
faculty and student." Some
they are fairly well linked to
(unless you want to fess up to students in that they respond
being a pimp and a bartender). to the students' interest, which
Look, Sid, if I may be frank, is generally lacking. But that's
BGSU has some issues. And the still not a complete excuse. The
issues are at every level: basic fact is that we're paying
administrative, faculty and stu- them for a quality education.
Or at least I am. I'm paying to
dent.
Administration: You've got be challenged and rarely am I.
some good people working on But I can't fault the faculty too
the staff, Sid. Especially at the much without going into the
upper levels. But you and I students.
Students: I know, I know.
both know that the administration in general is really in a What can you do about stustate of chaos right now. I dents? I mean, they are individmean, the main parts are being uals. They're mature, supposrun as usual, but there's a lot of edly. But who recruits them,
problems going through what Sid? Who brings them here?
with all the people who've left Who accepts them in the first
over the past year. And a lot of place and then brags about
those people who left were real- recruitment? Yeah, that goes
ly quality people.
back to administration.
The administration, in genNot to be too mean, but
eral, also adds to the bureau- c'mon, Sid. Look at what we're
9-
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Fear of 'Creator' not
why people obey law

This is in response to the
Nov. 19 BG News letter to the
Editor.
I am glad to know you are in
support of not having prostitution illegal on constitutional
grounds.
However, I do take issue
with you on why people should
obey any laws. You claim that
"If people had no accountability to a Creator, then they
would have no reason to obey
any law." Translated into positive words, this says that the
only reason people obey any
laws - to the extent that they
do - is this so-called "accountability to a Creator."
This shows considerable
ignorance of other people and
other beliefs. It says that those
who do not believe in a Creator
would have no reason to obey
any laws. This Hobbesian view
of human beings, that each person would be a "law unto himself" (by which you mean each
would do as he or she wants
regardless of its effect on others, and might even commit
murder) without the dictates of
a Creator/Judge, misrepresents
real people. Real people are not
cowering in fear of retribution
by an angry God should they do
something wrong. Most people I
know are not like that. Many do
not even believe in any gods.
But they are quite fine people
nonetheless and I trust .them to
do no harm.
It would be frightening to
believe, on the basis of what
you wrote, that you are not like
the people I know, that you and

any others like you would be a
"law unto themselves" without
this fear of God. I am inclined
to think that that is not so, that
you are speaking "abstractly,"
that your editorial was guided
more by your beliefs than by
your experience.
Ron Harris
Instructor
Dept. Math/stat

Gospel show not
constitutional
Contrary to the views
expressed in the front page
story of the Nov. 16 BG News,
I was shocked and appalled by
the "gospel" halftime show at
the Nov. 13 BGSU v. Ball State
football game. Would a rousing
Christian prayer prior to the
contest be applauded by the
BGSU community? If a faculty
member had "always wanted"
to close a football game with a
Christian benediction, would
that desire be indulged at
BGSU? I think most decisionmakers at BGSU would recognize and acknowledge that
these goals are decidedly
unconstitutional, constituting
as they do the direct support by
a government-sponsored institution t . a specific religious
faith and set of rituals - i.e.,
state-sponsored religion proscribed by the First Amendment.
How, then, could an entire
halftime show devoted to the
musical tradition of Christianity be condoned and sanctioned,
even praised by the University
community? The entire struc-

ture of the show crossed the
line early on into forcing a specific religious experience on a
largely unsuspecting audience
who had come merely to watch
a football game, or perhaps, as
I, to watch football and to support the marching band.
The announcer's admonitions to shout "Amen!" and his
reference to "preaching" to the
"congregation" only augmented
the selection of solely Christian
music and the use of a Christian gospel choir to make for a
clearly unconstitutional statesanctioned religious event.
How could this have been
allowed? As a non-Christian
and former BGSU Marching
Band member (1980-83) I was
deeply offended. I choose my
own spiritual path, and believe
that the U.S. Constitution
defends my right to do so especially at a public-supported
(i.e., supported by tax dollars of
Christians and non-Christians
alike) institution like BGSU. A
show devoted to a celebration of
the variety of world religious
music would be fine - rather
than a celebration of the musical tradition of one religion to
the exclusion of all others. If
any faculty member or other
member of the BGSU community wants to celebrate their own
religious tradition, line - but
NOT through the use of state
funds at a state-supported
event. Celebrate in a temple,
grove of trees, synagogue,
church,
backyard,
home,
mosque - NOT at a football
game on a state-supported college campus. Anyone who feels
strongly that this show should
be allowed - fine. Go to a private Christian university. In

bringing in here. You can create
as many Springboards and
PLAs and learning and living
communities, but so long as
you're bringing in people with
low-average GPAs and SATs
and ACTs, you're going to have
low-average students. Your professors are going to feel obligated to water down their classes
for watered down students.
Your premier learning community will never come to fruition
so long as this is the priority of
administration, bringing in a
quantity of students over a
quality.
And as long as our money is
going to new unions and computers and sports teams that
alumni demand exist, taken
away or redirected away from
our two radio stations (one of
which doesn't even have
enough power to go off campus
yet), our student organizations,
scholarship programs (which
currently primarily go to
incoming freshmen instead of
students who are working their
asses off and are already here)
and numerous other areas,
BGSU is going to subsist academically where it has been for
decades.
You're a good man, Sid. I'm
sure you'll do the right thing.

Question: What's the
• nyone find out?

Andrew I'anagi
Junior
Sociology
dont know any__>K about a double
homicide. Apparently
nobody found out; I'm
■till H free man."
Justin Kich
Freshm
LUndecid
"I In (I to inyjrirlfriand and toltfher I
was going on vacation with, my friend
to florid*^ to v-iait his
sran.ipiirciits. I
ended iiofeoing there &
wjth live of n
Quvrus "Q" Epps
IJfat Wilson
ft ended up
"I told a girl I wag a ,frienUs
> Sophomore
my
sister told my'"
virgin once. She
Pop. Culture
girlfriend*
Wf
won't find out
"That I'm a i iMSunless she reads the
dresser. No, bee
paper"
i itisthetrut

Brian Taylor is a sehuophreic fool. But he is also 22 now.
You can find out where to send
hts birthday money by e-mailing taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

CURRENT EVENTS

BY PATRICK JOHNS

THE "WHO WANTS TO BE A mu\wm&* Tv SHow
HYPE HITS THE SCHOOLS of ^MCRIcA.

the meantime, use PUBLIC
education to celebrate DIVERSITY, the VARIOUS pathways
toward intellectual and spiritual growth, intellectual exploration, the public trust - NOT a
narrow personal agenda.
That's what the U.S. Constitution guarantees.
Steve Steel
■84, '88, '96
ssteele@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
ithan two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word,'Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to taylob#bgnetbgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter '■ the Editor".

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.

0, you cah'check out back issues of the Opinion page on the
b at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of an:
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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BY RYAN ELLIS
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ACROSS
1 Yet to be paid
6 Municipal
vehicle
9 Rho-tau

separator
Hello? Who is still here? Anyone? Yes, just as I suspected. All of
the smart ones are gone already, at home and far away from the
end-of-the-semester stress that is already beginning to hang about
in the air. They have "family plans" or are fortunate to have a
pleasing number of class-canceling teachers, enough that they
don't feel guilty for skipping their classes altogether. All of the
woefully loyal over-achievers are still here, as are those who
would rather stay here than go home, and of course, those whose
' teachers weren't kind enough to grant them freedom in this final
week before the last three weeks of end-of-the-semester craziness
begins.
I am here until Tuesday evening due to classes, but I have a
dreadful feeling that this will be a horribly unproductive week. It
always seems as though during weeks like this one, there is a
sense of excited unrest going around the campus. It's not a hugely noticeable difference, but there always seems to be less people
walking around, less people lounging about the tables in the
Union. With these small, seemingly insignificant alterations, my
mindset changes. Nothing seems routine, as only half of my classmates show up for my classes, and hence I am unable to do the
routine things - like homework.
It is rather frustrating. My sensible mind says, "Erin, you have
nothing pressing due until after this short break and not as many
people are around, so you can work really hard these next two
days and get ahead so you don't have to worry about so much over
your long weekend." Yet the controlling portion of my brain (which
my actions reflect) is saying, "Really now, honey, everyone else is
flittering about campus, leaving, preparing to leave, you might as
well go and see a movie and forget about getting things done! You
can do them over the long, long weekend! Think of all the free time
you'll have."
Of course it never works that way; I never do have free time
over the breaks and, although I bring home a book bag full of work
to do, I end up bringing that same bag back unopened and then
have to kill myself trying to get everything done on Sunday. So
maybe the most effective thing to do would be just to go ahead and
go home today. But if everyone is thinking like I'm thinking, it was
pointless to write this column at all. Anyway, whoever is still out
there, have a happy Thanksgiving and ill see you Sunday ... wait,
no I won't, 111 be locked in my room doing homework.
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WORD of the day
tonsorial - Function:adjective -Date: 1813
Etymology: Latin lonsorius, from tondEre
: of or relating to a barber or the work of a barber
The 1968 Service Barbershop ad read: "Five Barbers
flbnsorial services include vacuum haircut razor haircutting, hair straightening, hair coloring, electric razors
reparied."

WEATHER
tnis week
TUESDAY:
Fog
High, 67
'*&££&
Low, 50

Ohio weather
Monday, Nov. 22
AccuWeather* forecast (or daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

WEDNESDAY:
Mostly
Cloudy
High, 52
Low, 48
THURSDAY:
Mostly
Cloudy
High, 50
Low, 35
Keep updated on the
weather this week and every
week with Page Three®.
PAGE THREE® BRAND!
HUMOR COLUMNS STRIVE TO
PUT A KOOKY SPIN ON UFE
HERE AT BGSU.
TAKE THEM WITH A
GRAIN OF SALT. WE DO.

o ^^^^^^SP^
Sumy PI. Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-Uorms

Rain

Flurries

Snow

14 Gymnast
Comanecl
15 Exactly suitable
16 Was mistaken
17 Put into office
18 London W.C
19 Cacophony
20 Quench
21 Amazon
predators
23 Vivacity
25 OW sail
26 Fuse together
30 Enlarged la
hole)
35 Paddie
36 Highlanders
38 Marshy lowland
39 Pot meal
41 Ticket 'igure
43 Butcher's cut
44 Choir voice
46 Duchess ol York
48 Director Howard
49 21 A, eg
51 College
organization
53
-tac-toe
55 Do-others
separator
56 Full of doubts
61 Rustler's last
rope

loo

Me ImneimtlPmu

66 Soft, wet ground
67 Knockout gas
68 Beyond
requirements
69 Lunched
70 Taking to court
71 Stand one in
good_
72 Young boy
73 Leopard feature

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Washington bills
Room maker
Novel thought
Metallic element
Type of table

I 8:00

I 8:30

I

0:00

events

Monday, Nov. 22
Noon
The Challenge of Menstrual
Cycle Research
Health Psychologist and Visiting Scholar Precilla Choi will
discuss how she meets the challenge in her research on physical exercise, premenstrual syndrome and the normal menstrual cycle. The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall.
4 p.m.
Women Graduate Students
Support Group
A weekly drop-in space for
women graduate students who
are experiencing stress or anxiety or just want to let off steam.
The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall.
6 p.m.
Revisiting the Arpilleras of
Chile: A special form of Art
and Survival
Moya-Raggio
has
written
extensively on the arpilleras
(tapestries) made by Chilean
women especially under the
Pinochet
dictatorship
to
protest, via embroidered stories, the conditions and human

I 9:30 I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30
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Newel
Km I
Hewsl
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emily Comm.

CBS Evening
Newel
ABC World
rtewe Tonight
■JBC Nigtill,
Business Rpl

VarwehourWIthJImLehrerl
Home
improvement
Simpsons (Ip
Slereo) X

■ted About
You (In Siereo)
Slmpeons
Blood Feud'

Wheel of
Fortuned
Entertainment
Tonlghl X
Draw Carey (In
Slereo) X
Newehour With

Jeopardy! IT
Hollywood
Squares X
Frasler Good
Sl^na'l^^r,'* «'
Jim lehrer X

Arthur "DWs
BUnker.-'X
Seinfeld The
Putty Shin" I
Frlende h
Stereo) I

Krafts'
Creatures!
Friendelln
Slereo) I
Friendalln
Slereo) I

Klngo!
Queens 2
20/201

Ladles Man (In EverybodyLate Show (In
Becker' Pa.n it Family Law "Holl vs Holt" (In
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NFL Football Oakland RaOers al Denver Broncos Mile High Sladmm. (In Slereo Live) X

Friends The
Veronica s
One si Vegas" CloaatX
Antiques Roadshow (R) (In
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Antiques Roadehow (R) (In
Slereo) (Part 1 ol 2) I
Time ol Your Ufe (in Slereo) X
Uoeeha
>arkere It's a
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scandal jeopardizes a conc/esswoman's honotaiv degree
nch American and a European actiess lall m Uve Stewart Charles Lindbergh reminisces during his Atlantic crossing
Saturday Njoht Live cnmioa
Daily Show |R| Win Ben
Win Ben
Uovie:*'! "Annul *nd Dangerous" [ 1986. Comedy) John Candy Strangers With Upright Ctli.en Daily Show
COM Applesate I
Stains Money An ex-cop end a lormei lawyer become security guards
Cand,lR)X |
[Stein s Money
Your New HOUM(R)
HIM Dlacovery Wad Asia
Dn the Inside "Macy's Parade' (JMrnate Guide "Crocodiles'' (R) Shark Attack File. II (R,
On the Inside "Macy s Parade
DISC
Island Mage" (R)
Uonoay Wight Countdown
5 45) SportKemar
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vs. Southern California Mam, Hawai (Live)
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How
end
why
the
Warren
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Hlatorya Lost 1 Found(R)
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ensured debate ol Kennedy's death.
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G Some circus
performers
7 Current
8 Brown ermine
9 Spanish
gentlemen

CROSS^
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL

10 Fe
11 Crisscross
framework
12 Arizona city
13 Citrus drinks
22 Train unit
24 PDQ
26 Expenses
27 Like Cheenos
28 Field of aclion
29 Inventor Howe
31 Pointed tool
32 Polynesian New
Zealander
33 "Daniel
Deronda" author
34 Pitcher McLain
37 Rounded up
40 Chinese pan
42 Merit
45 Used tire

THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —

47
50
52
54
56
57
58

UPCOMING&r

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
©
&
€D

■

rights violations of the regime.
and the Women's
Center. The Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall

7 p.m.
Women's Basketball hosts
St. Bonaventure
The Falcons open the home portion of the schedule tonight.
BGSU's 10 home contests will
include just a pair of nonleague games at Anderson.
Anderson Arena.
8 p.m.
Clarinet Choir
Directed by Kevin Schempf, the
program will feature chamber
music by graduate and undergraduate students from the
clarinet studio. The concert is
free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
9:15 p.m.
Film Students Committee
Dedicated to improving the film
program at BGSU, producing
independent films, sponsoring
film festivals and bringing
independent filmmakers to
campus. Open to anyone interested in film. The Women's
Center, 107 Hanna Hall.
TBA
UAO Director Applications
UAO has four open positions

TV GUIDE SECTION
MONDAY NOVEMBER 22,1999
I 6M I 6:30 I 7:04) I 7:30

'

Relative warmtn
Brood
Weed out
Secret plotters
Functions
On deck
Quote as an

example
59 Stone or Pound
60 Infinitesimal
amount
62 Buckeye State
63 Dispatched
64 Units of work

for the Spring Semester. They
are: Homecoming Director,
Publicity Director, Entertainment Director, and USG Representative. Get involved! Application due Nov. 23. Pick up
applications in 330 Student
Union.

Tuesday, Nov. 23
8 am - noon
Morning Pick Me Up
What a way to start the day.
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice, and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.
10 a.m. ■ 4 p.m.
50th Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibitation
Exhibit by current and emeriti
faculty and current staff members of the School of Art. Dorthy
Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center.
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Expanding
Expressions:
Contemporary Master Prints
This exhibit showcases the
screen prints of seven internationally known artists. Willard
Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center.
3 p.m.
Psychology
Department
Colloquium
"The Brain and Pleasure." 112
Life Sciences Building.
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WORLD NEWS
Archaeologists find 4,000-year-old palace

Crude prices hit highest since Gulf War

Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Syria— Archaeologists have discovered the
ruins of a royal palace believed to be 4,000 years old near Damascus, the Syrian Arab News Agency reported Saturday.
It said "highly valued ruins" were discovered by a joint German, Italian and Syrian expedition in Qatanah, about 12 miles
southwest of the Syrian capital.
The palace dates back to 2000 B.C., the news agency said. It
did not give a more precise year or say which ruler built it. Government officials in charge of archaeology were not immediately
available for comment.
Historians believe that the Amorites, who came from the Arabian peninsula around 2100 B.C., were the first important
Semitic settlers in the area, and that they established many
small states.
The palace contains a throne hall that is 70 feet by 132 feet
with 6-foot high adobe walls, the agency said. In the center of the
hall, an unbroken jar with "amazing decoration" was found stuck
to the ground, the agency said.

Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO— A 9-month-long surge in prices brought crude oil
to its highest level since the Persian Gulf War on Thursday, a fact
that could soon hit consumers hard with steeper gasoline prices,
surcharges on plane tickets and higher costs on a wide range of
products.
"Just in time for Christmas. That's going to be shocking for
people," said John Kilduff, senior vice president of energy risk
management for Fimat USA, a New York futures brokerage firm.
Oil rose as high as $26.80 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange, the costliest since January 1991 when the war
drove it to $32. Profit-taking ultimately pushed it back to $25.80
by day's end, below Wednesday's close of $26.60.
Oil has more than doubled this year, driving gasoline prices up
about 25 percent to an average of about $1.25.
But, so far these increases have been but a small bump in the
way of the steamroller U.S. economy. Analysts fear that's likely
to change soon.

.*'

Gay Queen

Clinton urges nations to share wealth

Botanists find southern cactus in Ohio
Associated Press Writer
MANCHESTER, Ohio — In what botanists are calling a
geological wonder, a single prickly pear cactus — the kind that
thrives throughout the warm, dry, southwestern United States
— has been found growing along a fence at a rest area in southwestern Ohio.
The cactus and seven other plants not normally found in
Ohio are growing naturally in a cold, damp environment in
Adams County, said Martin McAllister, an officer with the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources' Division of Natural Areas
and Preserves.
"They are relics from our past, examples of Ohio's original
flora," McAllister told The Columbus Dispatch for a story Sunday.
Thousands of years ago, the plants flourished in Adams
County in the sandy deposits left by the Ohio River after the
Ice Age, he said.

Associated Press Photo
Bernalee Rabelra, smiles after being crowned Miss Gay South
Africa '99 at a pageant held in Nelsprult, South Africa, Saturday night. The pageant, held in a conservative farming hub,
caused hardly a ripple other than a few Irate statements from
a local minister.

Associated Press Writer
FLORENCE, Italy — President Clinton, worrying about "people and places that are completely left behind," called on prosperous nations Sunday to spread global wealth by helping poor
countries with Internet hookups, cell phones, debt relief and
small loans.
"How can we continue to grow the economy?" Clinton asked.
"You can bring investment to the places that are left behind."
In a spectacular 14th century Renaissance palace with frescoed ceilings, Clinton spoke at a "Third Way" gabfest with five
like-minded world leaders. They talked for hours about how to
spread the benefits of the 21st century's global economy and
technological marvels.
The Third Way is billed as a middle ground between the politics of the left and the right — a system of governance that promotes entrepreneurs and trade and protects the less fortunate.
Joining Clinton were Italian Premier Massimo D'Alema, British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and Brazilian President Fernando
Henhard Schroeder.

4 buses crash on foggy interstate, 2 killed, 106 injured
By DAN ROBRISH
Associated Press Writer
WHITE HAVEN, Pa. — Four
charter buses loaded with Penn
State University students
crashed on a foggy interstate
early Sunday, killing a student
and a bus driver and injuring at
least 106 people, authorities
said.
The four buses were among
six carrying 280 students home
from a shopping trip to New
York City. University President
Graham Spanier said the buses
drove into a "very thick wall of
fog" on Interstate 80 just after
midnight.
In the ensuing chain-reaction
wreck, three buses
smashed into one another and a
fourth hit a guard rail. A pickup
truck and two cars also became
tangled in the wreckage.
"Everybody wanted to see
Rockefeller Center
before
Christmas. We were really

looking forward to getting
away," said Jessica Miller, a
freshman from York, Pa. She
said many of the students on
her bus, the second to crash,
had been asleep.
"The fog was awful — we got
off the bus and we couldn't even
see each other right away. We
didn't realize the extent of it
until we got off the bus," she
said. "I saw a girl holding her
teeth in her hand. It was just
unbelievable."
The driver of her bus, Robert
Clifford Burge, 50, of Altoona,
was killed. The student killed,
whose name was not released,
was in the first row of seats on
the bus behind Burge's, Spanier
said.
At least five people, including another bus driver who
underwent surgery, remained
hospitalized in serious condition Sunday, Spanier said.

Police didn't know the conditions Sunday of the drivers and
passengers in the cars.
Most of the other injuries
were minor, Spanier said.
Students
who
weren't
injured gathered at the nearby
Church of Saint Patrick after
the crash until more buses
arrived to take them back to
State College. The trip had
been organized by Penn State's
Association of Residence Hall
Students.
Cathy Bell, a cashier at the
Bandit Truck Stop, said truck
drivers were pulling off the
road all night to avoid driving
in the fog.
"It was almost like a whiteout," Bell said. "You would hit,
like, a white spot where you
couldn't see anything."

Associated Press Photo
Penn State University freshman Mike Dowdell and Penn State freshman Jennifer Zepka, are seen
in University Park, Pa., following the bus accident.

Children still without school supplies, buildings in cyclone-hit Orissa
By CHANDRA BANERJEE
Associated Press Writer
BHUBANESHWAR,
India
—
School has yet to reopen for millions of
Indian children who survived the
cyclone that pummeled the country's
east coast three week ago.
Many of the schools in Orissa state
were demolished. Some of the teachers
have died. And few students have textbooks, notebooks or pencils. Sixth
grader Jiten Behera trudges to what
Mil

1

Mil

Mil

Mil

Mil

MM

remains of his school every day, only to
be disappointed.
"Classes haven't started, as our
school building has been destroyed,"
he said. "Even then, I visit my school
daily, hoping that it will start again."
Three weeks after the cyclone laid
waste to Orissa, relief officials are still
finding human bodies in the water.
Nearly 10,000 people were killed,
according to government statistics.
Carcasses of cows, goats and chickM 1

Mil

Mil

Mil

Mil

Mil

ens float everywhere.
The cyclone blew off the tiled roofs
of thousands of schools, flattened
walls and submerged hundreds of
buildings in several feet of water.
Officials of the U.N. Children's
Fund and local volunteer organizations estimate that 24,000 schools
have been destroyed or damaged,
affecting 3.1 million children.
Orissa is among the least developed
among India's 31 states, with a litera-

Mil

Mil

cy level around 40 percent. That rate
will go down further unless schools are
rebuilt quickly, officials say.
Principal P. Swain sat on the rubble
of what was once his school.
"I'm worried about 83 boys and girls
who will appear for the final exams,"
he said. "We are trying to set up a couple of makeshift classrooms so that we
can resume classes."
Education Department officials say
Orissa needs the equivalent of $190

million to rebuild schools and colleges,
restock libraries and laboratories, hire
teachers and provide books and notebooks. The state government has officially declared bankruptcy.
Many children have been orphaned
and could drop out. Laila Patnaik, a
U.N. project officer for education, predicted that there would be an increase
in child labor and child trafficking.

Mil
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Families begin burying their dead, comforting their injured
Associated Press Writer

COLLEGE STATION, Texas
— Friends and families began
burying their dead and comforted their wounded Saturday as
•Texas A&M University struggled to cope with the bonfire
collapse that killed 12 people
and injured 27.
Waiting rooms near the campus were crowded with students offering blood, sympathy
and support for the seven peo-

ple still hospitalized. Up to 40
students have maintained a 24hour vigil at St. Joseph Regional Medical Center.
"It has been incredible,"
Cheryl Davis, mother of hospitalized student William Davis,
said of the support. "This has
been wonderful."
Questions have begun to
resurface about the safety of
the annual bonfire, a venerated
tradition on the A&M campus

Associated Press Photo
Jo Jo Coyle, right, comforts Texas A&M student Sarah Fleming as she prays during a morning worship service at Grace
Bible Church in College Station, Texas.

Bush warns
By GLEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer

SIMI VALLEY, Calif.
—
George W. Bush today cautioned against retreating to a
U.S. foreign policy based on isolationism and protectionism,
calling it a "shortcut to disaster" that would invite challenges to America's power as a
world leader.
The result, he said, "would
be a stagnant America and a
savage world."

for 90 years.
Texas A&M President Ray
Bowen has ordered the formation of a task force of engineers
and other experts to look into
the disaster "so we'll be able to
analyze all the facts and make
decisions to see this horror
never visits our campus again."
The funerals began Saturday
in the Houston suburb of Bellaire with services for Nathan
Scott West, a sophomore
oceanography major who was
killed in the Thursday morning
collapse.
Two people — Davis, from
Bellaire, and John Comstock of
Richardson — remained in critical condition Saturday, while
three were in serious condition:
Chad Hutchinson of Houston,
J.H. Washam of Dallas and
Dominic Braus of Hallettsville.
Lannie Hayes of Monahans
and Milton Thiel of Livingston
were in fair condition. Twenty
students had been treated and
released from the hospitals by
Saturday.
Hutchinson's father said his
son grew emotional when he
regained consciousness Thursday and was told of the loss of
life, including three of his
friends.
"He shed a few tears," Bill
Hutchinson said, adding that
his son remains committed to
the bonfire tradition. "If they

isolationism

Laying out his visions for
U.S. foreign policy in the 21st
century, the Republican presidential front-runner called for
shifting the country's relationship with Russia and China
from one of "strategic partners"
to that of competitors engaged
"without ill-will — but without
illusions."
As a counterbalance to
China in particular, he proposed strengthening alliances
with Democratic nations in

Asia' including South Korea,
Japan, the Philippines, Australia and Thailand.
"If I am president, China will
find itself respected as a great
power, but in a region of strong
democratic alliances. It will be
unthreatened,
but
not
unchecked," Bush said.
He criticized China's actions
toward Taiwan. "As I said
before, we will help Taiwan
defend itself," he said.

THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY
We are now hiring for temporary help during the holiday season.
Bring in a friend with you who meets the
criteria, and get a $25.00 bonus!

#

We offer the following benefits:
•No experience necessary
•Meals provided
•Discount on Holiday Hams
•Above average starling wage
Please call the nearest retail location between
10 am - 6 pm, Monday thru Saturday.
Parma (216) 351-1377
Willoughby (440) 946-8585
Rocky River (440) 358-0440
Fairlawn (330) 867-9770
Maple Hts. (216) 663-3450

Lyndhurst (440) 646-1800
Canton (330) 966-7727
Strongsville (440) 846-4400
Chapel Hill (330) 830-1400
Boardman (330) 965-0600

Things for your car to
remember for the
coming winter season
Good Tires
Oil
Antifreeze
Windshield Wipers
Blanket
Ice scraper
Extra warm clothes
Food
Don't get caught out in
the cold this winter!

would release him (from the
hospital! to build it, he would."
William Davis and Chad
Hutchinson were both crew
chiefs who coordinated the student work gangs building the
bonfire.
"They are so cautious and
careful," said Davis' mother.
"The manuals are passed down.
There are years and years of
experience."
Ms. Davis said her son "is
doing great" despite pelvic and
wrist fractures, a lacerated
liver and a punctured lung.
Officials have said about 70
people were stacking the logs
when the pile gave way. Some
students were hurled from the
structure; others were trapped
in the shifting logs.
Past A&M engineering professors said they tried over the
years to warn students that the
design of the bonfire contained
perilous design flaws.
"You put a pine pole in the
center and then ... lash all these
matchsticks together," Swiki
Anderson, now a consulting
engineer, told the Houston
Chronicle. "It's an accident
that's been waiting to happen."
Anderson said he voiced his
worries to his department
chairman when teaching at
A&M in the late 1970s and

Associated Press Photo
Members of the Texas A&M Corps of Cadets James Hale, left,
and Randy Farris embrace during a funeral service for Nathan
Scott West Saturday. West was one of the 12 students killed
Thursday when the Texas A&M bonfire under construction collapsed.

early 1980s.
The bonfire pile is flawed
because it consists of a relatively loose bunching of upright
logs and because its base is too
narrow to hold its looming
tower, said A&M professor
emeritus LOUifl Thompson.
"I kept telling them it was
dangerous," said Thompson, a
civil engineer who retired in
1991 after 25 years. "What's

amazing to me is that it went
on as long as it did "
Other A&M staff have
defended the practice as both
safe and technically sound. Bill
Kibler, assistant vice president
for student affairs, said he is
unaware of any warnings made
by engineering faculty over the
years.

Operating Hour s For yfauj
Thanksgiving Brea Kppfp
Commons Dining <'enter
Closed 6:"U)pm. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:30am. Monday. Nov. 29
Chily's Express
Closed 6:30pm, Tuesday, Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
Closed 7:00pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
Closed 8:30pm. Friday. Nov. 19
Reopens 5:00pm. Monday. Nov. 29
Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar
Closed Midnight. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:00pm, Sunday. Nov. 28
(.alley
Closed 2:00pm. Tuesday. Nov. 28
Reopens 7:30pm. Monday. Nov. 29

McDonald Dining Center
Closed 6:30pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
GTDeli
Closed 11:00pm. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
GT Express
Closed 6:30pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4; 30pm, Sunday. Nov. 28
Towers West Restaurant
Closed 6:30pm. Friday. Nov. 19
Reopens 4:30pm. Monday. Nov. 29

Student Union
Tuesday. November 23
Falcon's Nesi
Coffee Shop
7 am - 3pm
Line
7: 30am 10:30am
Ham - 1:30pm
Grill
7:30am - 5pm
Pizza Outlet
Closed
Bowl- N -Greenery 1 I :30am - 1:30pm
Pheasant Room
11 :30am 1:30pm
Prout
Closed

Founders Keepers Food ( OHM
Closed 7:00pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Closed Midnight. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:00pm. Monday. Nov. 29

Thursday. Nov. 25 - Saturday. Nov.27
closed

Wednesday. November 24
Falcon's Nest Grill
7:30am

2pm

Sunday. November 28. 1999
Falcon's Nest Grill
4pm - 11 pm
Pizza Outlet
4pm • 3am

Need Holiday
Cash?
NOW HIRING

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2000-2001:
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:

$23,000 TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT

109 N. Main St. #H: Located above Call of Canyon.
$310.00 per month plus electirc.
114 S. Main SI #1-10: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electirc only!
114 S. Main St #11&12: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Resident pays all utilities.
117 N. Main St. #1-10: Located above downtown business.
^k
Resident pays ail utilities.
128 W. Wooster St. # C-F: Located above a downtown business
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electric only!

Immediate Openings
• Loaders
• Unloaders
• $8.50 - $9.50 /hour

TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
311 S. Main St. # A&B: unfurnished apartments located above a business
Large rooms. $490.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus utilities.
315112 S Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment Wood deck.
$445.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus all utilities.
319 S Main St.: Two story unfurnished part of a house.
Huge bedroom upstairs. $375 00 per month plus utilities
507 JSi 525 E. Merry St.: furnished apartments. Across from campus
Free water & sewer. $585.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus electric

®

Seasonal Employment
Driver Helper
$11.23/hour

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES AND APARTMENTS:
315 S. Main St.: Unfurnished two story house. Hardwood floors.
Large rooms $545.00 per month plus utilities
317 S. Main St.: Unfurnished two story part of a house.
Bedrooms upstairs. $445.00 per month plus all utilites.

NEWL9VE

Immediate Openings Available
Work while on school break for great pay!

Rentals
332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www.nswlovarealty.com

CALL TODAY! 419-891-6820
www.ups.com

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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WORLD NEWS
Archaeologists find 4,000-year-old palace

Crude prices hit highest since Gulf War

Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Syria— Archaeologists have discovered the
ruins of a royal palace believed to be 4,000 years old near Damascus, the Syrian Arab News Agency reported Saturday.
It said "highly valued ruins" were discovered by a joint German, Italian and Syrian expedition in Qatanah, about 12 miles
southwest of the Syrian capital.
The palace dates back to 2000 B.C., the news agency said. It
did not give a more precise year or say which ruler built it. Government officials in charge of archaeology were not immediately
available for comment.
Historians believe that the Amorites, who came from the Arabian peninsula around 2100 B.C., were the first important
Semitic settlers in the area, and that they established many
small states.
The palace contains a throne hall that is 70 feet by 132 feet
with 6-foot high adobe walls, the agency said. In the center of the
hall, an unbroken jar with "amazing decoration" was found stuck
to the-ground, the agency said.

Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO— A 9-month-long surge in prices brought crude oil
to its highest level since the Persian Gulf War on Thursday, a fact
that could soon hit consumers hard with steeper gasoline prices,
surcharges on plane tickets and higher costs on a wide range of
products.
"Just in time for Christmas. That's going to be shocking for
people," said John Kilduff, senior vice president of energy risk
management for Fimat USA, a New York futures brokerage firm.
Oil rose as high as $26.80 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange, the costliest since January 1991 when the war
drove it to $32. Profit-taking ultimately pushed it back to $25.80
by day's end, below Wednesday's close of $26.60.
Oil has more than doubled this year, driving gasoline prices up
about 25 percent to an average of about $1.25.
But, so far these increases have been but a small bump in the
way of the steamroller U.S. economy. Analysts fear that's likely
to change soon.
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Gay Queen

Clinton urges nations to share wealth

Botanists find southern cactus in Ohio
Associated Press Writer
MANCHESTER, Ohio — In what botanists are calling a
geological wonder, a single prickly pear cactus — the kind that
thrives throughout the warm, dry, southwestern United States
— has been found growing along a fence at a rest area in southwestern Ohio.
The cactus and seven other plants not normally found in
Ohio are growing naturally in a cold, damp environment in
Adams County, said Martin McAllister, an officer with the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources' Division of Natural Areas
and Preserves.
"They are relics from our past, examples of Ohio's original
flora," McAllister told The Columbus Dispatch for a story Sunday.
Thousands of years ago, the plants flourished in Adams
County in the sandy deposits left by the Ohio River after the
Ice Age, he said.

Associated Press Photo
Bernalee Rabeira, smiles after being crowned Miss Gay South
Africa '99 at a pageant held in Nelspruit, South Africa, Saturday night. The pageant, held in a conservative farming hub,
caused hardly a ripple other than a few irate statements from
a local minister.

Associated Press Writer
FLORENCE, Italy — President Clinton, worrying about "people and places that are completely left behind," called on prosperous nations Sunday to spread global wealth by helping poor
countries with Internet hookups, cell phones, debt relief and
small loans.
"How can we continue to grow the economy?" Clinton asked.
"You can bring investment to the places that are left behind."
In a spectacular 14th century Renaissance palace with frescoed ceilings, Clinton spoke at a "Third Way" gabfest with five
like-minded world leaders. They talked for hours about how to
spread the benefits of the 21st century's global economy and
technological marvels.
The Third Way is billed as a middle ground between the politics of the left and the right — a system of governance that promotes entrepreneurs and trade and protects the less fortunate.
Joining Clinton were Italian Premier Massimo D'Alema, British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and Brazilian President Fernando
Henhard Schroeder.

4 buses crash on foggy interstate, 2 killed, 106 injured
By DAN ROBRISH
Associated Press Writer
WHITE HAVEN, Pa. — Four
charter buses loaded with Penn
State University students
crashed on a foggy interstate
early Sunday, killing a student
and a bus driver and injuring at
least 106 people, authorities
said.
The four buses were among
six carrying 280 students home
from a shopping trip to New
York City. University President
Graham Spanier said the buses
drove into a "very thick wall of
fog" on Interstate 80 just after
midnight.
In the ensuing chain-reaction
wreck,
three
buses
smashed into one another and a
fourth hit a guard rail. A pickup
truck and two cars also became
tangled in the wreckage.
"Everybody wanted to see
Rockefeller
Center
before
Christmas. We were really

looking forward to getting
away," said Jessica Miller, a
freshman from York, Pa. She
said many of the students on
her bus, the second to crash,
had been asleep.
"The fog was awful — we got
off the bus and we couldn't even
see each other right away. We
didn't realize the extent of it
until we got off the bus," she
said. "I saw a girl holding her
teeth in her hand. It was just
unbelievable."
The driver of her bus, Robert
Clifford Burge, 50, of Altoona,
was killed. The student killed,
whose name was not released,
was in the first row of seats on
the bus behind Burge's, Spanier
said.
At least five people, including another bus driver who
underwent surgery, remained
hospitalized in serious condition Sunday, Spanier said.

Police didn't know the conditions Sunday of the drivers and
passengers in the cars.
Most of the other injuries
were minor, Spanier said.
Students
who
weren't
injured gathered at the nearby
Church of Saint Patrick after
the crash until more buses
arrived to take them back to
State College. The trip had
been organized by Penn State's
Association of Residence Hall
Students.
Cathy Bell, a cashier at the
Bandit Truck Stop, said truck
drivers were pulling off the
road all night to avoid driving
in the fog.
"It was almost like a whiteout," Bell said. "You would hit,
like, a white spot where you
couldn't see anything."

Associated Press Photo
Penn State University freshman Mike Dowdell and Penn State freshman Jennifer Zepka, are seen
in University Park, Pa., following the bus accident.

Children still without school supplies, buildings in cyclone-hit Orissa
By CHANDRA BANERJEE
Associated Press Writer
BHUBANESHWAR,
India
—
School has yet to reopen for millions of
Indian children who survived the
cyclone that pummeled the country's
east coast three week ago.
Many of the schools in Orissa state
were demolished. Some of the teachers
have died. And few students have textbooks, notebooks or pencils. Sixth
grader Jiten Behera trudges to what
Mil

Mil

remains of his school every day, only to
be disappointed.
"Classes haven't started, as our
school building has been destroyed,"
he said. "Even then, I visit my school
daily, hoping that it will start again."
Three weeks after the cyclone laid
waste to Orissa, relief officials are still
finding human bodies in the water.
Nearly 10,000 people were killed,
according to government statistics.
Carcasses of cows, goats and chick-

ens float everywhere.
The cyclone blew off the tiled roofs
of thousands of schools, flattened
walls and submerged hundreds of
buildings in several feet of water.
Officials of the UN. Children's
Fund and local volunteer organizations estimate that 24,000 schools
have been destroyed or damaged,
affecting 3.1 million children.
Orissa is among the least developed
among India's 31 states, with a litera-

Congratulates, UA Mew- SiwthvtA,
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\%rian Danyi
^Jim Vrwin
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Valerie Congfield
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Aimee Moeder
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Candace Nichols
Traci Reynolds
Ryan Rosplock
Leah Rosner
Cart fcouser
Suzanne Shepherd
Howard Szeto
Theresa Virost
Shawn dimmer
MM

million to rebuild schools and colleges,
restock libraries and laboratories, hire
teachers and provide books and notebooks. The state government has officially declared bankruptcy.
Many children have been orphaned
and could drop out. Laila Patnaik, a
U.N. project officer for education, predicted that there would be an increase
in child labor and child trafficking.
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cy level around 40 percent. That rate
will go down further unless schools are
rebuilt quickly, officials say.
Principal P. Swain sat on the rubble
of what was once his school.
"I'm worried about 83 boys and girls
who will appear for the final exams,"
he said. "We are trying to set up a couple of makeshift classrooms so that we
can resume classes."
Education Department officials say
Orissa needs the equivalent of $190
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Families begin burying their dead, comforting their injured
Associated Press Writer

COLLEGE STATION, Texas
— Friends and families began
burying their dead and comforted their wounded Saturday as
■Texas A&M University struggled to cope with the bonfire
collapse that killed 12 people
and injured 27.
Waiting rooms near the campus were crowded with students offering blood, sympathy
and support for the seven peo-

ple still hospitalized. Up to 40
students have maintained a 24hour vigil at St Joseph Regional Medical Center.
"It has been incredible,"
Cheryl Davis, mother of hospitalized student William Davis,
said of the support. This has
been wonderful."
Questions have begun to
resurface about the safety of
the annual bonfire, a venerated
tradition on the A&M campus

Associated Press Photo
Jo Jo Coyle, right, comforts Texas A&M student Sarah Fleming as she prays during a morning worship service at Grace
Bible Church in College Station, Texas.

for 90 years.
Texas A&M President Ray
Bowen has ordered the formation of a task force of engineers
and other experts to look into
the disaster "so we'll be able to
analyze all the facts and make
decisions to see this horror
never visits our campus again."
The funerals began Saturday
in the Houston suburb of Bellaire with services for Nathan
Scott West, a sophomore
oceanography major who was
killed in the Thursday morning
collapse.
Two people — Davis, from
Bellaire, and John Comstock of
Richardson — remained in critical condition Saturday, while
three were in serious condition:
Chad Hutchinson of Houston,
J.H. Washam of Dallas and
Dominic Braus of Hallettsville.
Lannie Hayes of Monahans
and Milton Thiel of Livingston
were in fair condition. Twenty
students had been treated and
released from the hospitals by
Saturday.
Hutchinson's father said his
son grew emotional when he
regained consciousness Thursday and was told of the loss of
life, including three of his
friends.
"He shed a few tears," Bill
Hutchinson said, adding that
his son remains committed to
the bonfire tradition. "If they

Bush warns against isolationism
By GLEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer

SIMI VALLEY, Calif.
—
George W. Bush today cautioned against retreating to a
U.S. foreign policy based on isolationism and protectionism,
calling it a "shortcut to disaster" that would invite challenges to America's power as a
world leader.
The result, he said, "would
be a stagnant America and a
savage world."

Laying out his visions for
U.S. foreign policy in the 21st
century, the Republican presidential front-runner called for
shifting the country's relationship with Russia and China
from one of "strategic partners"
to that of competitors engaged
"without ill-will — but without
illusions."
As a counterbalance to
China in particular, he proposed strengthening alliances
with Democratic nations in

THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY

Asia' including South Korea,
Japan, the Philippines, Australia and Thailand.
"If I am president, China will
find itself respected as a great
power, but in a region of strong
democratic alliances. It will be
unthreatened,
but
not
unchecked," Bush said.
He criticized China's actions
toward Taiwan. "As I said
before, we will help Taiwan
defend itself," he said.
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We are now hiring for temporary help during the holiday season.
Bring in a friend with you who meets the
criteria, and get a $25.00 bonus!
We offer the following benefits:
■No experience necessary
•Meals provided
•Discount on Holiday Hams
•Above average starting wage

*

Please call the nearest retail location between
10 am - 6 pm, Monday thru Saturday.
Parma (216) 351-1377
Willoughby (440) 946-8585
Rocky River (440) 358-0440
Fairiawn (330) 867-9770
Maple Hts (216)663-3450

Things for your car to
remember for the
coming winter season

Lyndhurst (440) 646-1800
Canton (330) 966-7727
Strongsville (440) 846-4400
Chapel Hill (330) 830-1400
Boardman (330) 965-0600

Good Tires
Oil
Anlifrce/e
Windshield Wipers
Blanket
Ice scraper
Exlra warm clothes
Food
Don't get caught out in
the cold this winter!

###♦###

would release him (from the
hospital) to build it, he would "
William Davis and Chad
Hutchinson were both crew
chiefs who coordinated the student work gangs building the
bonfire.
"They are so cautious and
careful," said Davis' mother.
"The manuals are passed down.
There are years and years of
experience."
Ms. Davis said her son "is
doing great" despite pelvic and
wrist fractures, a lacerated
liver and a punctured lung.
Officials have said about 70
people were stacking the logs
when the pile gave way. Some
students were hurled from the
structure; others were trapped
in the shifting logs.
Past A&M engineering professors said they tried over the
years to warn students that the
design of the bonfire contained
perilous design flaws.
"You put a pine pole in the
center and then ... lash all these
matchsticks together." Swiki
Anderson, now a consulting
engineer, told the Houston
Chronicle. "It's an accident
that's been waiting to happen."
Anderson said he voiced his
worries to his department
chairman when teaching at
A&M in the late 1970s and

Associated Press Photo
Members of the Texas A&M Corps of Cadets James Hale, left,
and Randy Farris embrace during a funeral service for Nathan
Scott West Saturday. West was one of the 12 students killed
Thursday when the Texas A&M bonfire under construction collapsed.

early 1980s.
The bonfire pile is flawed
because it consists of a relatively loose bunching of upright
logs and because its base is too
narrow to hold its looming
tower, said A&M professor
emeritus Louis Thompson.
"I kept telling them it was
dangerous," said Thompson, a
civil engineer who retired in
1991 after 25 years. "What's

amazing to me is that it went
on as long as it did."
Other A&M staff have
defended the practice as both
safe and technically sound. Bill
Kibler, assistant vice president
for student affairs, said he is
unaware of any warnings made
by engineering faculty over the
years.

Operating Hour s For
Thanksgiving Brea
Commons Dining Center
Closed 6:30pm. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:30am. Monday. Nov. 29
Chily's Express
Closed 6:30pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
KreLseher Sundial Food Court
Closed 7:00pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm, Sunday. Nov. 28
KreLseher Silver River Cafe
Closed 8:30pm. Friday. Nov. 19
Reopens 5:00pm. Monday. Nov. 29
KreLseher Shadows Snaek Bar
Closed Midnight. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:OOpm, Sunday. Nov. 28
Galley
Closed 2:00pm, Tuesday. Nov. 28
Reopens 7:30pm. Monday. Nov. 29

McDonald Dining Center

Closed 6:30pm. Tuesday, Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
GTDeli
Closed 11:00pm. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
OT Express
Closed 6:30pm. Tuesday. Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
Towers West Restaurant
Closed 6:30pm. Friday. Nov. 19
Reopens 4:30pm. Monday. Nov. 29
Founders Keepers Food Court
Closed 7:00pm. Tuesday, Nov. 23
Reopens 4:30pm. Sunday. Nov. 28
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Closed Midnight. Monday. Nov. 22
Reopens 7:00pm. Monday. Nov. 29

JVIWViWS

Student Union
Tuesday. November 23
Falcon's Nesi
Coffee Shop
7am - 3pm
Line
30am - 10:30am
I lam - 1:30pm
Grill
7:30am - 5pm
Pizza Outlet
Closed
Bowl-N-Greenery 11 :30am - 1:30pm
Pheasant Room
11 :30am - 1:30pm
Prout
Closed
Wednesday. November 24
Falcon's Nest Grill
7:30am - 2pm
Thursday. Nov. 25 - Saturday. Nov.27
closed
Sunday. November 28. 1999
Falcon's Nest Grill
4pm - 11 pm
Pizza Outlet
4pm - 3am

Need Holiday
Cash?
NOW HIRING

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2000-2001:
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:

$23,000 TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT

109 N. Main St. #H: Located above Call of Canyon.
$310.00 per month plus electirc.
114 S. Main St #1-10: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electirc only!
114 S. Main St. # 11&12: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Resident pays all utilities.
117 N. Main St. #1-10: Located above downtown business.
^k
Resident pays all utilities.
128 W. Wooster St. # C-F: Located above a downtown business
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electric only!

Immediate Openings
• Loaders
• Unloaders
• $8.50 - $9.50 /hour

TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
311 S. Main St. # A&B: unfurnished apartments located above a business

Large rooms. $490.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus utilities,
3151/2 S. Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment Wood deck.
$445.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus all utilities.
319 S Main St.- Two story unfurnished part of a house
Huge bedroom upstairs. $375.00 per month plus utilities.
507 & 525 E. Merry St: furnished apartments. Across from campus
Free water & sewer. $585.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus'electric

Seasonal Employment
Driver Helper
$11.23/hour

®

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES AND APARTMENTS:
315 S. Main St.: Unfurnished two story house. Hardwood floors.
Large rooms. $545.00 per month plus utilities.
317 S. Main St.: Unfurnished two story part of a house.
Bedrooms upstairs. $445.00 per month plus all utilites.

NEWL9VE

Immediate Openings Available
Work while on school break for great pay!

Rentals
332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www.newlovarealty.com

CALL TODAY! 419-891-6820
www.ups.com

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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NOW
Video Reviews

The BG News
A long time ago (30 years) In a
galaxy far. far away (London) a
disturbance In the force (Dr. Evil)
seeks to destroy one of the greatest Jedl Knights (Austin Powers)
by stealing his "force" (Mo-Jo).
Without his Mo-Jo. the young
warrior must realize that his true
"force" comes from within and
that he can still foil evil plans to
use a Death Star (the moon) to
destroy a helpless planet (Earth).
Of course, a beautiful young
woman with cool hair is there to
help him.
This sequel to the original
1997 Pouiers is ripe with references to pop culture, and the
Star Wars saga provides most of
the inspiration. Judging from the
laughter of the audience, the for-

mula is enormously successful
When compared to the
original film,
however, this
reliance on Star
Wms, not to
mention Jerry
Springer, to
deliver the
laughs is a bit
of a let down.
The original film had a focus
to Its spoofing: the spy film
genre. With this directed
approach It was able to play up
In a humorous
way.
such
contemporary issues
as the power
struggle
between men and
women in the 90s.
Of course, this is a comedy, and one that does not
take itself at all seriously
So why be SO critical of
the film?
For one. the first
film was a comedy
that didn't take
Itself at all
seriously but

a savvy addition to pop culture.
Secondly, even the sequel
ethlbits some promise of going in
this direction, like when the film
brilliantly explains away the
paradoxes Inherent in time travel. Rather than provide some scientific Justification as to why
time travel could work, both
Austin and the audience arc told
to just sit back and not worry
about It. A witty, laid back
moment? You bet.
Austin Powers : The Spy Who
Shagged Me Is a funny film, lets
just hope that the franchise gets
ils Mo-Jo back soon and can
once again stand on its own
without the crutch of Star Wars.
'Austin Powers:
The Spy Who
Shagged Me'

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

WANTED:
NOW writers NOW is looking for writers
that are interested in the
rap/R&B music genre

to

write CD reviews, columns
and stories. If interested contact us at nowstaff@journalist.com, stop by the newsroom in 210 West Hall or call

haikus
The twisting grapevine More splendor than the ornate
Lattice it rests on.

372-6966 and ask for Tony.

Happy
Thanx-giving
The NOW staff would
like to wish you a Happy
Thanksgiving. We hope that
you find something entertaining to do or buy this

My little daughter
Skipping among the tornstones Knowledge is sorrow.

Rain hits a bucket Percussive hands that lure
me
Away from the page.

weekend without us.
A thick warm sweater
Knitted one thread at a
time
From the old stories.

Starring:
Mike Movers &

Heather Graham

- Brian Wot'nwr

NOW soys:
If you were one of
lie 2 people who didn't see il over summer,
now is your chance;
Ren I il tonight.

Empty Space
A hasty haiku

Bad,
but fills up the column
I dig it the most.
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Got Web?
We Do
Daily crossword answers
Classifieds online
Archives of the Print Edition
Political cartoons & comics
Daily Horoscopes
Weather

In between the ropes...
car and therefore could not Big Show's father's death from
participate in the three-way cancer is and was nothing
. Title Match against the Rock short of disgusting, degrading
and HHH. Throughout "RAW" and outright wrong. But getand "Smackdown," it seems ting back into the ring, it is
that everyone from DX to J.R nice to see someone other than
has become a suspect in the HHH or Stone Cold with the
case. Now, Joel's opinion, belt. We wish him the best in
WCW has already tried a sim- his reign as champ and hope
ilar storyline and much like that the writers will put him
By JOEL FREIMARK AND
WCW in general, it sucked . in the ring against someone at
Mr. Grimm however feels that his ability level.
ANDREW GRIMM
this storyline is very fresh and
Over the past weeks, many
The BG News
adds a new reason for you to pieces of WWF multimedia
Ok, we all know that watch WWF (as if you noeded have hit the shelves. WWF:
"Smackdown" sucked last another reason).
The Music, Volume 4 is out
week so, we're not even going
Getting back to The Big and includes some of the best
to talk about it. I mean come Show, both of us are wonder- themes as well as a great new
on, can they maybe put The ing what his role is within the remix of the Rock's entrance
Big Show in a Title Match organization. Since coming to music. If you've got the CD,
against someone who isn't a the WWF, The Big Show has make sure you turn it up the
total jobber? But onto things clearly not been used to his last 30 seconds to hear the
that actually matter...
maximum potential. His story Rock singing "Smackdown
As the fallout from a line with tie Undertaker and Hotel." A handful of video's
mediocre "Survivor Series* Hardcore Holly have been less have been released so know
begins, there are many ques- than good use of his talents. •your roll and go buy them. But
tions that must be addressed.
Perhaps the best storyline he of course the biggest news is
Lets begin with the search has been involved with was the release of WWF Wrestlefor the "Phantom Driver." Dur- when he was in the Union. On mania 2000 for the N64 game
ing Survivor Series, Stone a side note, we both feel that console. The game includes
Cold Steve'Austin was hit by a that the continuing sag of The features like choosing from

Starling today NOW will be
periodically running a professional wrestling column called
IN between the ropes. This column will be featured on Mondays and will update and
review major events occurring
in the wrestling world.

J. Smith M.D.

Excerpts from Print
•
•
•
•
•

Today's News
Opinion
City & Campus
NOW Entertainment
Sports

www.bgnevys.com
i

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

354-6166
Campus Manor

615. Second St.
701 Fourth St.

LET'S GO NUTS
TOGETHER!

KOCkledge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733, 755, 777 Manville Ave.
825 3° St.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710"2 Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138'" N. Main St.
313 N. Main St.

Joel Freimarh is bald and a
mini-Goldberg and can be
reached a Notorious One@hottnaiLcom. Andrew Grimm is
the guru of all things wrestling
and can be reached at
agrimm@bgnet. bgsu.edu

24 Hour Towing

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

Get ready for next Summer & Fall

over 50 different wrestlers,
amazing
entrances
(that
include Titan-Tron video's and
official themes), "create a
character" and "The Road to
Wrestlemaaia" in which you
battle your way to the top of
the WWF.
Bottom Line;
Grimm says: Give the Mean
Street Pose more credit. Sure
they look like they're straight
out of an Ambercrombe catalog, but looks can be deceiving.
Joel says: DX can never
truly call themselves DX until
Shawn Michaels to the group.
Without the "Showstomper^,
DX is just another group of
trouble makers.
If you ain't down with how
we think, we got two words for
you...

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 333-25

13040
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DIWALI
Continued from page one.
a doctoral biology student, and
Sundar Iyer, graduate computer science student, sang a
Hindi song, entitled "Chura
liya hai Tumne jo dilko," meaning "You have stolen my
heart...Don't steal my looks."
"Most Indian songs are

about love, people falling in
love; rarely they are about sad
things," Iyer said.
A traditional Indian dance
was performed by three male
and three female dancers. The
dancers were Subarnarekha
Choudhary, Meena Agarwal,
Radhika Nagisetty, Gia Duke,
Warier, Akshat Saharia, Iyer,

and Himanshu Mohan.
According to Warier, the
dance called "Garba" is typical
in Gujarat, a state in India. He
said it is energetic, powerful
and full of vigor.
"It is performed for a period
of 10 days during Navarathri, a
festival in Gujara," Iyer said.
Traditional Indian garments

MILLENNIUMContinued from page one.
glitch did not pose a big risk in
treating patients. After all,
pacemakers and the vast
majority of other medical
devices do not need to know
what year it is to work.
But some medical machines
are programmed with computer
chips that track dates, and thus
needed to be upgraded. Congress had sharply criticized the
medical device industry for
being slow to acknowledge just
which machines were at issue,
and questioned how the FDA
could know if manufacturers
really fixed the equipment
unless inspectors checked personally.
So the FDA launched a federal audit.
The agency determined that
300 manufacturers make medical machines possibly affected
by the Y2K glitch. Examples

include radiation systems that
dispense cancer patients' radiation doses by tracking how
many treatments they have
had over recent months, or ventilators
and
hemodialysis
machines programmed to work
according to a patient's age.
The FDA picked a random
sample of 80 companies —
including some foreign manufacturers that sell their products in the United States —
and hired inspectors to spend
several days poring over each
factory and company records to
check for Y2K compliance.
Only one company was
deemed to have a small problem, Hubbard said. The FDA
worked with that company and
"eventually gave them a clean
bill of health," he said.
But to complicate matters,
29 additional companies did
object to FDA's audit.
Some ultimately proved to

rounded and were trying to
complete the circle by advancing on the towns of Urus-Martan and Achkhoi-Martan to the
south and southwest, a Defense
Ministry spokesman in Moscow
said Sunday.
In some places, the Russians
were as close as 3 miles from
the city, said the press center of
the Russian command in the
northern Caucasus.
The
Defense
Ministry
spokesman said 5,000-6,000
militants were taking up positions in Grozny to prepare for
the Russian offensive.
Grozny has been a key focus
of Russia's military campaign

Graduate Study
in Biomedical Sciences
University of Cincinnati Medical College also has winning teams in 12
outstanding graduate programs in the biomedical sciences, including
areas of study in cell biology, developmental biology, environmental
health, neuroscience, molecular genetics, biochemistry, microbiology,
physiology, pathobiology, molecular medicine, pharmacology and a
combined MD/PhD program.

the government that they did
not actually make any products
containing Y2K-affected computer chips. But some claimed
to have fixed the Y2K glitch or
said they planned to do so.
The FDA is watching those
companies but so far believes
none makes risky machines,
although Hubbard warned that
any signs of trouble would trigger
immediate
regulatory
action.
In another area of concern,
the FDA has begun tracking
prescriptions filled at pharmacies to see if patients start
stockpiling medications. The
government has warned people
against doing that.
Also, next month the FDA
opens a special Y2K center with
teams of medical and computer
experts available 24 hours a
day in case last-minute Y2K
medical concerns arise.

in Chechnya since it began in
September. Russian aircraft
have been shelling the city and
suspected rebel bases throughout the Caucasus Mountains
republic for weeks.
Warplanes and helicopter
gunships flew 82 missions over
Chechnya over the past 24
hours despite poor weather, the
Defense Ministry said.
The shells destroyed apartment buildings in southeast
Grozny, an arms depot in a
Grozny suburb, oil refineries
and fuel stations selling oil
stolen from pipelines from the
Caspian Sea, the military command said.

Continued from page one.
REO Speedwagon, Cheo Feliciano and Whisker Biscuit.
"It is a lively, entertaining
film spiced by lots of high-energy music, dance and candid
humor," said Bruce Paddington, visiting professor of ethnic
studies.
Michael Martin, chairman of
the ethnic studies department,
said the films were enlightening, informative and relevant.
"Both documentaries were
important,
'La
Operacion'
showed how the United States
pollutes in a deliberate policy
to systematically depopulate
the island for economic reasons," Martin said. "The other
film was an interesting social
look at how music signifies
racial, ethnic and class distinction in Puerto Rico."
Before the presentation, six
students and a faculty member
had the opportunity to have
dinner with Garcia. Topics discussed ranged from aspects of
Puerto Rican culture to racism

Over 100 Million Dollars for Research Projects
• Over 200 Renowned Scientists/Mentors

PLEASE Bridgette Harrison
phone: 513558.5625
CONTACT University of Cincinnati
fax: 513558.2850
College of Medicine
email: bridgette.harrison@uc.edu

.

■

•' •

OuMOons/Story Ideas 370 £997

played more clothes."

to the rising popularity of salsa
music.
"Ms.
Garcia
was
well
informed on all aspects of the
Puerto Rican culture and it
shows throughout her work,"
said Nicky Nieves, senior secondary education major.
Tasha Nieves, senior early
childhood major, added that
Garcia was an inspiring and
extraordinary woman.
Rebecca Nieto, a junior IPC
major, agreed.
"She is so full of life and very
personal," she said. "We all
learned a lot."
Garcia was born in Cuba and
raised in Puerto Rico. She has a
bachelor's degree in psychology
and a masters in American
studies. Currently she teaches
at the University of Puerto
Rico.
She has received numerous
awards for both films, including the Audience Choice Award
in 1994 for "Cocolos and Rockers: For Rock or Salsa" and the
Award of Merit from the Latin
American Studies Association

in

1984 for "La Operacion."

Furthermore, she has been the
recipient of the

Rockefeller

Film/Video Intercultural Fellowship twice.
The

most

difficult

time

when doing films was not having all the funding and it coming about little by little," she
said. "Also creating something
based on what I had."
The sponsor of the event was
the ethnic studies department.
Co-sponsors were the department of romance languages.
GREAL and Latino Student
Union. According to Paddington, Garcia was supposed to
come

last

March,

but

was

unable to. Garcia's visit is a
continuation of the ethnic studies

department's

Caribbean

Film Symposium.
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REPRESENTATIVE!

Applications can be picked up in
330 Student Union.
Applications are due by
November 23. 1999. and sign up
for an interview time when you
,
drop off your application.
For more information, contact Jen Joyce at 372-2486.

17 etna.it
Wednesday 11/24
Thanksoivino Eve
ROLANDO (un derground resistance)
Lauren Flex. Paris. Jerry Abstract
JAY DENHAM (black nation)

Friday 11/26

Aaron Bennet. Panon Flowers. Ellcry Cowles. Archetype.
Brian Gillespie

DOC MARTIN (motor debut)

Saturday 11/27

Jules
tickets available O ticketmaster

PAUL OAKENFOLD

Monday 11/29

Dave Ralph. D) Melody
tickets available » ticketmaster

TRANSMAT TIME: SPACE TOUR
DERRICK MAY, KENNY LARKIN

Friday 12/3

Time: space (live), Aril Bnkha. Reggie Dekes. Munk

FAMILY

Every Tuesday

Resident DJS: Derrick Plasialko. Echo
Jungle in the Big Room

3515 Can iff Rd. In Hamtramck. Ml
www.motordetroit.com
313-369-0080

FALL 2000 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!
Campbell Hill Apartments
• 2 and 3 bedrooms
• All have A/C
•V baths
• Full basements

For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE

See wttats happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's
only live television news source! ►

said. "The fashion show dis-

TRial DfPBfSSiOKJ

HOMECOMING, PUBLICITY,

Are you an
organ & tissue
donor?

Mon thru Thurs at
5:30. 10:30, and 7:30am
on cable channel 24.

"It was organized, had lively
music and dances were more
coordinated and energetic," he

....

Come and be part of the most active
organization on campus!
It's a great experience , and you'll
meet many new people!
UAO has 4 Open Director
positions for Spring Semester!

***************

Sip

Iyer, ISA president, believed
Diwali was a great success.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

USG

• Up to $18,500/Year Stipend
• Paid Inition, Fees & Health Insurance

,< Watch BG 24 News!

pajama landi that is worn by at
formal occasions.

don t believe
everything
you feel,

ENTERTAINMENT, AND

***************

edgeable of the culture.
"My best friend is from India
so I've gotten to know the culture and many of the Indian
students on campus," she said.
Monish Nagisetty, an Indian
student from Bluffton High
School, wore a long burden
shirt and white pants with a
jacket. His outfit is called a

GARCIA

Russians do se In on Chechen capital
By YURI BAGROV
Associated Press Writer
SLEPTSOVSKAYA, Russia
— More than 5,000 rebels have
barricaded themselves in the
Chechen capital, bracing for a
Russian offensive as federal
troops close in after weeks of
relentless shelling, military
officials said Sunday.
On
Chechnya's
borders,
refugees pushed through wet
snow and a damp wind to flee
the breakaway republic. Most
were on foot, though some
crossed in cars sagging with
sweaters, pots and blankets.
Russian forces have the capital, Grozny, 80 percent sur-

were modeled by Indian and
non-Indian students in the
fashion show. Kelle Strobl, a
senior international studies
and one of the models, wore a
Ghagra choli, a purple pant
suit with golden embroidery
and a golden scarf.
Even though she's not Indian, Strobl said she was knowl-

The BG News
Off Campus Living Guide

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915,921,929,935 Thurstin)

14th Annual Off-Campus Housing Fair
Co-Sponsored by the Off-Campus
Housing Office & The BC News
Thursday December 2, 1999
It's that time of year again! BGSU students are
choosing to move out on their own. The BG News, in
conjuction with the Off-Campus Housing Office, will
publish a guide for off-campus living.

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus

Unit s»48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

Heinz Apartments
808.818 N Enterprise. 424.451 Frazee
3 Bedroom, Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

10,000 of these special inserts will be printed in The BG
News on December 2, 1999.

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full baths.
• A/C. Fireplaces. & Microwaves

Now is the time to inform students about what you have
to offer and make sure they know to visit you at the
1999 Off-Campus Housing Fair.
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Call to speak with an
Account Executive
372.2605
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Greenbriar, Inc.
Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pml
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352-0717
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SPORTS

Gridders win thriller to end 1999
MAC
Miami 43, Buffalo 0
Toledo 45, Western Mich. 21
Northern HI. 30, Eastern Mich 23
Central Mich. 27, Ball State 21

Win gives BG
homecourt in first
tourney match
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Goals one and two are
accomplished.
The Bowling Green volleyball team reached the 20-win
mark, a goal that it set at the
beginning of the season and
hasn't accomplished since 1993.
The win put the Falcons at
home going into the MAC Tournament.
Now winning 20 games is no
longer enough for the Falcons.
BG is going after goal three —
a Mid-American Conference
Championship.
The Falcons topped off their
impressive regular season with
a four game win at Buffalo (157, 15-11, 13-15, 15-6). BG
improved their mark to 20-11
overall and 12-6 in the MAC. It
was pretty simple for BG. A win
over Buffalo, and they play one
more time at Anderson Arena.
Lose and the Orange and
Brown hit the road. With the
win, BG claimed fourth place in
the MAC and will host a firstround
tournament
game
against Miami Tuesday at 7
p.m.
"I'm excited," senior setter
Heather Greig said. It was a
good win because we reached
our goal. Now all the teams are
0-0 again. I think the team with
the most heart will pull out the
championship."
BG had beaten Buffalo at
home before and were pretty
confident they could do it again.
But the way the weekend was
going in the MAC, David was
knocking down Goliath. Both
Ball State and Western Michigan, who had only lost one
game all year, fell in weekend

action. As the Falcon spikers
have said through most of the
season, any team can beat
another on any given night.
"We were pretty confident
that we could win," senior leftside hitter Melissa Lewis said.
"Since we had beaten them
(Buffalo) before and had such a
great season, we knew we could
win."
Senior middle-hitter Lori
Kemerer led the way with 17
kills in the
contest
for
BG.
The
Antwerp
native also led
the team with
five
block
assists.
Four other
BG
spikers
emerer
were in double
digits in kills,
led by junior middle-hitter
JoAnna Papageorgiou (13),
sophomore left-side hitter
Amber Vorst (11), right-side
hitter Kris Pesorda (10) and
Lewis (10).
"We did some good things,"
BG coach Denise Van Do Walle
said. "I was real happy after
losing the third game that we
turned it up a notch and won
the fourth game decisively."
Everything is in perspective
for the Falcons now. The three
teams above BG are Ball State,
Western Michigan, and Akron.
A win over Miami would set up
a match with either Ball State
or Marshall.
"I like the position that we
are in," Pesorda said. "The top
three teams are in the spotlight. We're just the silent team
creeping up."

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
The Bowling Green football
team ended the millennium in
style — an exciting 33-30 overtime win over Central Florida
in front of an announced crowd
of 14,299
on Saturday in
Orlando.
The Falcons ended the season with a three-game winning
streak to finish 5-6 for the second straight season. This
marked BG's first road victory
of the year and its first road
non-conference victory since
1995 when it beat Missouri 1710. It also snapped CFLTs ninegame winning streak against
Mid-American
Conference
teams. The Golden Knights fin-

ished 4-7.
"This is probably one of the
greatest wins I've been associated with," sophomore wide
receiver Kurt Gerling said. "It
was a real good moment to go
down and win in the Citrus
Bowl. I'm sure the other guys
feel the same way."
Historically, the Falcons are
now 1-1 in overtime games. BG
lost 16-13 in 1996 to Western
Michigan in its only other overtime contest.
Freshman tailback Joe Alls
lifted the Falcons to victory
with a game-winning, 8-yard
touchdown run around right
end on BG's overtime possession. Beorlegui gave CFU a 3027 overtime lead with a 28-yard

field goal.
The Falcons sent the game
into overtime when Andy Sahm
ran in from one-yard out late in
the fourth quarter. Gerling had
a key sliding 10-yard catch to
set up the score on a BG fourthand-five from the Golden
Knight 11.
"Basically, my job was to find
the seam," Gerling said. "Andy
made a nice throw. I had to
adapt to and get the proper
yards for the first down."
Gerling finished the game
with seven receptions for 119
yards. Alls led the team rushing for 81 yards on 23 carries.
The Falcons won even though
they had just 342 yards in total
offense to CFU's 424. Sahm

leers drop 2 to Ferris State
By DEREK MCCORD
The BG News
After a lackluster effort on
Friday 3-1 lost against the Ferris State Bulldogs, the Bowling
Green Falcons came out on Saturday energized. But, the game
slipped away. Bulldog Chris
Kunitz hit twine in overtime
against backup goaltender Tom
Lawson to put the Bulldogs on
top 5-4.
The brand new first line
engineered by head coach
Buddy Powers put the Falcons
on top. Ryan Murphy connected
with Ryan Fultz who shoveled
the puck to Greg Day. Day put
Ferris State goaltender Phil
Osaer on his back with a nice
move and scored 23 seconds
into the game.
The new line was formed
when Powers bumped seniors
Adam Edinger and Craig Desjarlais to the fourth line and
moved up Day and Fultz from
the second. Edinger and Desjarlais did not see much ice
time playing on the fourth line.
Powers felt that change in
the line up needed to be made
to produce more offense.
"Eddy's little frustrated right
now," Powers said. "And I think
Desjarlais just has to work
harder."
Junior center Chris Bonvie
finally got to play after a couple
of weeks as a healthy scratch
when Powers sat out Austin de
Luis.
"He hasn't been in the lineup
in three weeks and he had a
couple of good chances to score
that he missed on," Powers
said. "But we're going to look at
the film and evaluate how hard
he's working without the puck."
Bonvie had two shots on
goal on the riight playing on the
second line with Curtis Valentine and Tyler Knight.
The Falcons' power play
finally had success by going two

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Ferris State forward Phil Lewandowskl attempts to keep his balance as BG goalie, Tyler Masters
lays out to stop the shot on goal.
for eight on the man advantage.
Powers decided instead of running a normal power play
scheme he just let the guys get
out there and shoot the puck.
"We just did nothing, we
went out with straight lines out
there and wanted guys to move
the puck and get to the net."
Powers said. "It was nice to see
some goals go in on the power
play for a change."
Day scored his second goal of
the game on the power play at
13:21 into the second period
then defensemen Grady Moore
scored again in the second with
a slapshot when Troy Milam
and Chad Mclver were sitting
in the Ferris State penalty box.
Ferris State coach Bob
Daniels with the game being tie

up 3-3 decided to take a timeout after the Moore goal.
In the beginning of the third
period Knight was called for
charging and the Bulldogs capitalized when Phil Lewnadowski found the puck in the crease
and put it behind a confused
Lawson.
Falcon Scott Hewson scored
the equalizer to send the game
into overtime with eleven minutes left in the third. It was
Hewsons first goal since February 27 ironically against Ferris
State.
Lawson, starting his second
game of the season, saved 28
out of 33 Bulldog shots with
most of Ferris State goals coming off rebounds where there
was confusion in front of the

Turnovers, mistakes doom Buckeyes
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Associated Press Photo

Michigan's Cato June throws Ohio State quarterback Steve Bellisari to the ground as he loses the ball In the fourth quarter Saturday. The play did not result in a lost fumble.

completed 12-of-24 passes for
176 yards.
BG also survived a 374-yard
passing day by Golden Knight
quarterback Victor Penn. His
receiving
target,
receiver
Charles Lee, hauled in 10
catches for 108 yards.
The Falcons trailed 17-6 at
halftime but cut the lead to 1712 on a Sahm 1-yard TD
plunge. Following a Golden
Knight touchdown on a blocked
punt, BG cut the lead to 24-20
when Matt Bunsey hauled in a
14-yard touchdown pass from
Sahm and Aaron Alexander
snatched the conversion pass.
Another Beorlegui field goal set
up the ending.

By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
ANN ARBOR, Mich.
—
Michigan is probably going to a
major bowl, while Ohio State
isn't going to any bowl for the
first time in 11 years.
Michigan forced three second-half turnovers and Tom
Brady threw two touchdown
passes as the No. 10 Wolverines
rallied to beat the Buckeyes 2417 Saturday.
The Buckeyes (6-6, 3-5) won't
play in a bowl for the first time
since 1988, John Cooper's first
year as coach. A team must
have a winning record to qualify for post season play.
"Going to a bowl game is
something you expect when you
come to Ohio State," Buckeyes'
defensive end Rodney Bailey
said. "I can't even really conceive it right now."
The victory gave Michigan
(9-2, 6-2 Big Ten) an excellent
chance of landing a berth in a
Bowl Championship Series
game, perhaps in the Orange or
Fiesta bowls.
"You've got to give a lot of
credit to those [Ohio State]
guys," Brady said. "It took us a

lot of time and our defense sure
stepped it up to give our offense
an opportunity to score. We
capitalized on some their mistakes and we were just fortunate enough to win."
Ohio State outgained Michigan 368 yards to 252, but the
Buckeyes drew 13 penalties for
115 yards in losses. The Buckeyes finished with six losses for
the first time since going 4-6 in
1988.
"Hopefully, none of us at
Ohio State will ever have to go
through a year like this again,"
said Cooper, who fell to 2-9-1
against the Wolverines, including 0-6 in Michigan Stadium.
Brady, who led the Wolverines'comeback win last week at
Penn State, completed 17 of 27
passes for 150 yards, including
an 8-yard touchdown to Shawn
Thompson and a 10-yarder to
Marquise Walker.
"I never had the feeling we
were going to lose," Brady said.
"I knew that whatever it was
going to take, we were going to
come back."
Anthony Thomas rushed 31
times for 111 yards, including a
1-yard TD run for Michigan. It

was the fifth straight 100-yard
game for Thomas and his seventh of the season.
Steve Bellisari completed 8
of 20 passes for 84 yards and
two touchdowns for Ohio State,
but also tossed two costly interceptions.
A fumble recovery by Cato
June in the fourth quarter set
up a 77-yard, 10-play drive that
gave Michigan its first lead of
the game, 24-17, with 5:01
remaining. Brady, who was 5of-6 for 51 yards in the drive,
finished it off with the touchdown pass to Walker.
It was the third Ohio State
turnover that the Wolverines
converted into points in the second half.
The Wolverines tied it 17-17
in the third quarter on the
strength of their defense, turning two interceptions into a
field goal and a touchdown,
plus forcing Ohio State into a
missed field goal attempt.
"We wanted a big game,"
Michigan linebacker Ian Gold
said. "That's exactly what happened. We knew coming in that
Ohio State would be like a
caged animal."
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net.
Some of the confusion could
have possibly been prevented if
captain Doug Schueller was not
out with a shoulder injury and
B.J. Adams playing with a bad
shoulder.
All and all Lawson feels after
the disappointing loss that the
team will put forth a very emotional effort against Lake Superior State next weekend.
"We are going to have a lot of
heart going into next weekend,"
Lawson said. "You are going to
see a lot more guys in the line
up working really hard and
everybody giving one hundred
percent."

Falcons
win first
of 2 in
Hawaii
HONOLULU (AP) — Anthony Stacey scored 11 of his 18
points in the second half Friday
night to help Bowling Green
hold off Jackson State, 60-43, in
the opening round of the Pepsi
One/Nextel Challenge.
The Falcons built up a 20point lead midway through the
second half, but Jackson State,
behind a 10-point effort by
Timmy Marks over a 5-minute
stretch narrowed the margin to
10 points.
However, Stacey responded
with five points to put the game
away for the Falcons.
Keith McLeod helped the
Bowling Green offense with 15
points with Len Matela pulling
down 12 rebounds.
Marks finished with 15
points for Jackson State, which
made only 14-of-56 shots.
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TANDINGS
National Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic D vision
W
Philadelphia
New Jersey

11
10

N Y Rangers
Pittsburgh

6

L
7
6
12

5
5

10
9

w

L
7

NY Wanders
Northeast Division
Toronto
Ottawa
Boston
Buffalo
Montreal

12
12
9

*

6
Southeast Division
W
florlda
11
Carolina
Washington
Tampa Bay

9
7
7

8

7

10

u
L
7
7
8
11
12

T
3
3

RT
1
1
1
2
0

3
3
2
T
3
1

5

T
2
4
4
1
2

1

20
14

RI
2
0
1
1
1

L

T

RT

Detroit
St. Louis

6
6

3
2

10
12

1
4

1
0
1
1

.Nashville
Chicago

4

Northwest Division
W
Vancouver
10
8
Colorado
6
Edmonton
Calgary
r-acilic UiviSion

L
6
9
8

T
4
3
5

RT
1
1
3

6

12

2

0

w
13
12

L
9

T
3
4

RT

San Jose
Los Angeles
6
Phoenix
12
6
3
Anaheim
10
9
2
9
Dallas
8
3
Overtime osses count as a loss anil a regulation tie
Ml
Saturday')
New Jersey 3, Ottawa 1
Washington 3, Boston 0
Toronto 4, N Y Rangers 3. OT
Buffalo 4. Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 4. Tampa Bay 1
Carolina 1, Dallas 0
Florida 2, Pittsburgh 1. OT
San Jose 1 St Louis 1. lie
Montreal 5 , Los Angeles 3
Vancouvei 3. Nashville 1
Edmonton 2, Detroit 1
Phoctii* 3 Chicago 1

15
12
Pbi
28
26
23

Atlanta
4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
12
12
7

24
16

RT
1
1
0

•

7
1

Pis
26

1
0
0
1
0

Pts
26
22
19
16
11

PU
28
26
16
13
Pis
25
20
20
14
Pts
30
28
27
23
19

NFL

NBA

AMERICAN CONFERENCI
East
W
L
Buffalo
4
1
New England
4
1
Miami
3
1
Indianapolis
2
2
3
NY. Jets
1
Central
Jacksonville
3
1
Tennessee
4
1
3
Baltimore
2
Pittsburgh
2
3
4
Cincinnati
1
5
Cleveland
0
Writ
San Diego
3
1
Seattle
3
1
Kansas City
3
2
Oakland
2
3
Denver
1
4
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eait
W
L
Dallas
3
1
Washington
3
1
Arizona
2
3
N Y Giants
3
2
Philadelphia
1
4
Central
Green Bay
2
1
Chicago
3
2
Detroit
2
2
Tampa Bay
2
2
Minnesota
2
3
West
St Louis
4
0
San Francisco
3
2
Carolina
1
3
New Orleans
1
3
Atlanta
4
1
Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Atlanta 20. New Orleans 17
Chicago 24, Minnesota 22
Cincinnati 18, Cleveland 17
Philadelphia 13, Dallas 10
Kansas City 16, New England 14
Buffalo 24. PltLsburgh 21
San Diego 20, Detroit 10
St. Louis 42, San Francisco 20
Arizona 14, NY Giants 3
Tennessee 14, Baltimore II
Denver 16. Oakland 13
Miami 34. Indianapolis 31
LIIIUM Bay at Green Bay, In)
OPEN Carolina Seattle, Washington
Monday's Game
Jacksonville at N ew York Jels 9pm

EASIIRN (OMFRFNCI
Atlantic Division
W
1
Pel
Miami
8
2
800
Boston
6
4
600
New York 6
6
ioo
Orljndo
">
6
455
Philadelphia
6
5
Washington2
8
200
New lersey 1
9
100
Central Division
Toronto
6
3
.667
Indiana
6
4
600
Milwaukee 6
4
.600
Charlotte 6
S
545
Cleveland 4
5
444
Detroit
4
6
.400
Atlanta
1
100
Chicago
1
9
100
WISTERN CONFIR1NCE
Midwest Division
w
t
Pel
San Antonio
8
3
Minnesota S
2
714
4
Utah
6
.600
Denver
4
444
5
364
Dallas
4
7
Vancou... 1
6
>J3
Houston
2
9
182
Pacific Division
1
Portland
10
909
Saciamentofc
1
857
Seattle
9
818
2
I A Lakers 8
.727
3
Phoenix
6
4
600
LA Clippers
7
3
Golden State
7
2
Saturday's Games
I A Clippers 98, Washington 89
Miami 110, Boston 92
Indiana 107. Cleveland 98
Orlando 107, Atlanta 101
Portland 100. Charlotte 96. OT
Philadelphia 100. New lersey 96
San Antonio 106. Dallas 90
Utah III, Milwaukee 100
Denver 9S, Chicago 86
Seattle 110. Houston 107
New Voik 86 Golden Slate 79
Sunday's Games
tin- Games Not Included
Minnesota I0S. Vantouvei 81
Milwaukee at Detroit mi
Seattle at Phoenix ml
Houston at Sacramento tn)
Toronto at I A lakers Inl
Monday's Games
Indiana at Boston, 7 p m.
San Antonio at Philadelphia, 7 p.m
Minnesota at Utah, 9 im

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pel
800
800
750
500
250

0
0
0
0
0
0

750
800
.400
400
200
000

0
0
0
0
0

750
750
600
400
250

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet
750
750
400
400
200

0
0
0
0
0

667
600
500
.500
400

0
0
0
0
0

1000
600
250
250
200

i9M WIRE

Dolphins 27, Patriots 17

G«

—

2
1
3 1/2
.455
6
7

3 1/2

1/2
1/2
1
2
2 1/2
3 1/2
5 1/2

GB
.727
1
1 1/2
3
4
4
6

Titans 16, Steelers 10

-

NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP) — The Tennessee
Titans' biggest challenge is getting their offense to
play as well as their defense.
Steve McNair ran for two touchdowns in the
first quarter, but it was Tennessee's defense that
carried the Titans to a 16-10 victory over the
Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday,

Jets 17, Bills 7
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) — The one
team out of the AFC East race might be the one
that decides it.
The New York Jets won Sunday, beating the
Buffalo Bills 17-7,

_
2
1
2
3 1/2
.300
222

MIAMI (AP) — The statistics show that Damon
Huard and Oronde Gadsden combined on two
touchdown passes, and J.J. Johnson ran 31 times
for 106 yards and a third TD.
But it was the Miami defense that kept the Dolphins in a tie for first place in the AFC East with
a 24-17 victory over New England on Sunday.

Bearcats win season opener
6 1/2
7

CINCINNATI (AP) — Kenny Satterfield and
DerMarr Johnson didn't look like first-game
freshmen.
The two guards riddled Youngstown State's
flimsy perimeter defense Saturday night, helping
No. 1 Cincinnati pull away to a 94-67 victory in its

Bobby Labonte wins finale
HAMPTON. Ga. 'AP) — Bobby Labonte closed
the NASCAR season with a dominating victory
Sunday in the NAPA 500, reasserting his mastery
of the Atlanta Motor Speedway oval.
Labonte, who finished second in the Winston
Cup standings to Dale Jarrett, won for the fourth
time in his last seven starts at the track. It was
his third victory since the 1.54-mile oval was
redesigned midway through the 1997 season.
"What a way to end the year," Labonte said.
"It's been a lot of fun. To end the year with five
wins is just unbelievable."

Youngstown State defeats BG women
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio —
The Falcons outscored the
Youngstown State Penguins 4233 in the second half but it
would
not
be
enough.
Youngstown State took advantage of a long BG dryspell in
the first half to build a 50-26
halftime lead and would hang
on for an 83-68 victory.
"We had a big pep talk at
halftime, especially the seniors
got us motivated to go out there
and play our game," sophomore
Francine Miller said. "We put
all our energy in the second
half to try to beat them. We
played our hearts out the second half. That's what matters."

Women's basketball coach
Dee Knoblauch hopes her team
can build on the second half of
Saturday's
game
at
Youngstown State.
She also hopes other players
eventually lift their game to the
level Miller climbed to in that
game.
Miller led the charge in the
second half scoring 15 points en
route to a game-high 21 points
in the season-opener for both
teams. Miller hit 6-of-13 shots
and 6-of-8 free throws in the
losing effort.
But in the first half,
Youngstown State outscored
the hosts 50-18 in the last 16
1/2 minutes of the half after BG
jumped to an 8-0 lead. During a

stretch of 7:23, the Penguins
outscored the Falcons 19-1. A
31-21 YSU lead boomed to 5022.
"We were just awful in the
first half," Knoblauch said. "We
couldn't throw it Ibasketball] in
the ocean, couldn't get a loose
ball, a rebound. There was
nothing we could do."
In that half, the Falcons shot
just 28 percent (10-of-36) to the
Penguins 40 percent (17-of-43).
Youngstown also outdid BG in
assists (12-4), steals (9-4) and
had fewer turnovers (16-8).
Knoblauch said it became a
mental thing during that span.
"I think we got frustrated,"
Knoblauch said. "We started
feeling sorry for ourselves. But

Minnesota and Tampa Bay,
which beat Atlanta on Sunday,
for the NFC Central lead.
Green Bay (5-5) is one game
back.
"We gave up too many big
plays and had too many penalties," Lions safety Ron Rice
said. "It was not a good perfor-.
mance at all."
Favre didnt lead the Packers on any dramatic scoring drives, though Corey Bradford
made a spectacular over-theshoulder touchdown catch in
the third quarter to give Green
Bay the lead for good.
Instead, Levens pounded out
the yardage on a dull but efficient day for the Packers. Levens had 47 yards on 23 carries
and set career-highs with 10
receptions for 99 yards. Bradford had a career-best six catches for 94 yards.
Green Bay's offense had just
three touchdowns in the last
three games, but the Packers
scored two Sunday and made
five more solid drives before
stalling near the goal line.
Longwell, who had a field goal
blocked in each of Green Bay's
last three games, nailed kicks
from 23, 33, 45 and 31 yards
despite a brisk wind.
Offensive coordinator Sherman Lewis called a variety of
short passes and screens to
keep the pressure off Favre's
hand, but when it became clear
Favre was feeling fine, Lewis
opened up the offense and the
Packers ran away.
"I felt like my old self," Favre
said. "IVe always been able to
throw the ball down the field,
but the last five or six weeks, I
didn't really know where it was

"I never go into games thinking I can dominate," Young
said. "I just go in thinking I can
do what I can to help the team
out. It felt comfortable lout
therel. 1 got a lot of nice passes."
Aside from those two, guards
Leslie Majewski and Alyson
Vogrin added 12 and 11 points
each. Majewski knew the Penguins hadn't beaten BG since
the 1990-91 season.
"That's (beating BG| something we focused on the whole
week," Majewski said. "It was a
good way to start out. We came
out strong to do that."
Like
the
Falcons,
Youngstown State has just two
seniors in Majewski and Young.

"She [Knoblauch! does a
good job coaching them,"
DiGregorio said. "The young
kids have to come along. You
have to take your game to
another level. They're all allstars in high school. But that's
a different ballgame."
Scoring-wise for BG, senior
Sherry Kahle was the only
other player to hit doubles scoring 10 points. Junior Angie
Farmer and freshman Megan
Jerome came off the bench to
score nine points. The bench
scored 25 points for BG.
BG hosts St. Bonaventure
tonight at 7 p.m.

Carolina is latest
team to beat Browns

Lambeau curse
strikes Lions,
Green Bay wins
By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Writer
GREEN BAY, Wis. — Brett
Favre's hand was feeling so
good that he couldn't resist
using it to give the Detroit
Lions a little payback.
After watching a taunting
Lions secondary beat him at
Detroit earlier this year, Favre
returned the treatment with
two gleeful throat-slitting gestures while the Green Bay
Packers pulled away from the
Lions for a 26-17 victory Sunday.
Favre, who was 26-of-40 for
309 yards and no interceptions,
twice taunted Lions cornerback
Robert Bailey, who had done
the same in Detroit's 23-15 victory in September. The second
gesture earned Favre an
unsportsmanlike
conduct
penalty and a possible fine from
coach Ray Rhodes. Favre said
he'd be happy to pay the fine.
"I'm not that type of player,
but I guess I was today," said
Favre, who added that his
injured thumb felt better than
it has all season. "I always say,
Those guys shouldn't do that.
It looks bad.'And then I'm out
there doing it."
Favre said his hand felt better than it has since he badly
bruised during a preseason
game against Denver.
Dorsey Levens had 146 total
yards, Ryan Longwell kicked
four field goals and the Green
Bay defense shut out the Lions
in the second half. The victory
snapped the Packers' threegame losing streak and twogame home losing streak.
It also dropped the Lions (64) into a three-way tie with idle

you have to give Youngstown
State credit. That's a good
team. They do a nice job."
Rebounding-wise, the Penguins recorded 33 including 12
offensively. BG had 25 in the
first half.
"We were happy with the
way we played especially on the
defensive end," YSU coach Ed
DiGregorio said. "We went after
the ball. We were real pleased
with all of our kids."
Penguin forwards Missy
Young and Brianne Kenneally
did the most damage in that
half scoring 14 and 10 points
respectively. Young also had 11
rebounds including five offensively. The duo finished with 20
and 18 points respectively.

Associated Press Photo
Packer running back Dorsey
Levens breaks through line for
a second quarter touchdown
against the Detroit Lions Sunday.
going."
Bradford's 17-yard touchdown catch was so unbelievable
that the Lions challenged it on
instant replay, hoping their
eyes had deceived them. Bradford sprinted to the corner of
the end zone, leaped and
reached behind his head to cradle the ball, and then held it to
his chest while twisting facefirst into the ground.
"I can't explain it," Bradford
said with a grin. "I just focused
on the ball."
Down 17-12 at halftime, the
Packers took control in the
third by holding the ball for
over 13 minutes during three
straight scoring drives. Green
Bay went up 26-17 on Longwell's fourth field goal, a 31yarder with 12:52 left in the
fourth. '
With Gus Frerotte starting
his second straight game in
place of injured Charlie Batch,
the Lions' offense struggled for
the second week. Detroit went
three-and-out on its first three
possessions of the second half
as the fired-up Packers defense
made its best stand in over a
month.

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND
— Steve
Beuerlein and the Carolina
Panthers became the latest
NFL team to find out how nice
a visit to Cleveland can be
these days.
Beuerlein passed for 199
yards and two touchdowns and
William Floyd had two short
TD runs Sunday, leading the
Panthers to a 31-17 rout of the
Browns, who were again
embarrassed in front of their
home fans.
Carolina never got a chance
to play in the old Cleveland
Stadium, which with its rowdy
Dawg Pound fans, sloppy field
and claustrophobic
locker
rooms, was one of the toughest
places to play in the league.
The new Cleveland Browns
Stadium has been much more
inviting. Even the fans arent
as intimidating.
As Carolina's players were
introduced before the game,
many of them barked to mock
the Dawg Pound.
One fan's attempt at rattling
Panthers linebacker Kevin
Greene even backfired.
"You're a sissy, Greene," the
fan yelled.
"Shut up!" Greene shot back.
The Panthers (4-6) dominated the Browns from the start,
dropping Cleveland to 0-5 at
home in "99. Cleveland, returning to the league after a threeyear hiatus, has now been
outscored 152-50 in its new,
$280 million home.
Beuerlein went 21-of-27 with
no interceptions, and Tshimanga Biakabutuka rushed for 93
yards for Carolina. Muhsin
Muhammad had seven catches
for 72 yards.
Browns rookie quarterback
Tim Couch went 29-of-46 for

259 yards with one TD and two
interceptions. However, Couch
padded his statistics late
against Carolina's defensive
backups.
The expansion Browns (2-9)
again failed to build off the
momentum of a win. After beating New Orleans in Week 8,
they were drilled at home 41-9
by Baltimore. Last week, Cleveland won in Pittsburgh on a
last-second field goal, and all
that was left for the Browns to
do this year was win at home.
Carolina, though, never let
the Browns get rolling and built
a 28-point lead in the fourth
before Cleveland got two TDs in
the final 5:21.
Beuerlein, replaced with
10:15 to go by Jeff Lewis, threw
a 1-yard TD pass to former

Browns tight end
Brian
Kinchen with 8:13 left in the
third quarter to put Carolina
ahead 24-3.
Floyd's second 1-yard scoring
plunge with 13:14 left in fourth
quarter gave the Panthers a 313 lead and sent Browns fans to
their cars.
Held to just a 44-yard field
goal by John Kasay in the first,
Carolina's offense dominated
the second quarter, holding the
ball for 10:49 and outgaining
the Browns 137-11.
Beuerlein completed 12 of 15
passes in the quarter, including
7-of-9 on a 60-yard drive. He
capped it with a 1-yard TD pass
to tight end Wesley Walls late
in the half, giving the Panthers
a 17-3 lead

Associated Press Photo
Tim Couch just gets rid of the ball as he is pressured by Carolina defenders Tim Morabito (90) and Donte Jones (54) in ttw second quarter of the Browns' loss to the Panthers.
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Travel

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

—ACT NOW! GET THE BEST SPRING
BREAK PRICES! SOUTH PADRE. CAN
CUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS. ACAPUL
CO. FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS. REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE, EARN SSS

Give life I >lp infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy. Any nationality
acceptable. Excellent compensation.
(800) 450-5343.

Dancers wanted • Toledo's newest dub
Part-time and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640

Looking lor part time help, Mon-Wed-Fri,
11-5. Local company. Competitive wages
Call Amber 354-2010.

Wanted

Dominic's Italian
Now Hiring
All Positions
Apply after 4pm
2121 S. Reynolds. Toledo

"1111 Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel. Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics'
spnngbreaklravel.com 1 -800-678-6386

8302/WWW LEISURETOURS COM.

Services Offered
Campus Events

Worned about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.

Do you need caih for book next aemeeter? Well WFAL and Bee Gee
booka want to help! We will be giving
away S200 00 toward free books and
many other prize* I The contest will be
held at Bee Gee Bookstore on Thursday December 2nd from 3:30-4:301
What are you afraid of, call the WFAL
request line for vow chance to wlnl

354-4^73 BG Pregnancy Center.

1 to 2 subleasers needed for spring semester. Close to campus. Brand new apt
Call 353-5518.
December graduation tickets needed
Will pay generously
Call Ashley at 352-1197

ConMflniial and Carjgfl.
Personals

Graduation Tickets needed
Will Pay
Call 354-2036.

Spice up
yocr Personal A«J

City Events
Wi*n •

Do you need cash for book next semester? Well WFAL and Bee Gee
books want to help! We will be giving
away $200.00 toward free books and
many other prizes! Trie contest will be
held at Bee Gee Bookstore on Thursday December 2nd from 3:30-4:301
What are you afraid of, call the WFAL
request line for your chance to wlnl

(Viplciv Personal!!

Lost/Found

special artwork

LOSTGold Ring with sapphires Reward
offered. If found please call Colleen at
354-2348.

for as (ovv

SIZE DOES MATTER!
BIGGEST BREAK PACKAGE
BEST PRICE FROM $29
WWW.SPRINGBREAKHO.COM
1-t00-224-GULF

SPRING BREAK MM
[PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLDS
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED. BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

CANDIDATES WHO SEEK TO MAKE
GOOD MO.NJEY WHILE IMPROVING
THEIR
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS
THROUGH TELEPHONES SALES.
"FULL AND PART-TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!! CALL JON AT B74-5004
OR FAX RESUME TO 874-7107 TO SEE
HOW TRUQREEN-CHEMLAWN CAN
HELP YOU FURTHER YOUR CAREER!!

prior pv !/.'00pr»i.

S*op in 6 20¥ Wes* HaK

Bartenders wanted, immediate openings
Day 4 night shifts. Apply in person,
Howard's Club H
210 N. Main. 352-3195

C»« 371-6977
for More fnforMa+fon
IT'S BURSARAtU£.'.'
T X <1> Y TI P Fl O H N M A K I e

S2
A
B

r

We now hove
the Greek
Alphabet!

z

S1.00 extra
per line

A
E

Help wanted
Hiring servers, apply in person.
Stop in anytime to fill out an application
Chili's Bar ft Grill - Airport Hwy .
Exit 8 off I-475 Call 866-8781

$1Q AN HOUR t COMMISSION..!!
TBUQREEN-CHEMLAWN IS CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR 3EB1QU5-MINDED

Deadline 2 day*

GO DIRECT! »1 Internet-based company
offenng WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guarunteed Lowest Price! 1 -800367-1252. www.spnngbreakdirect.com

Roommate needed ASAP No rent until
January. $150 deposit. Pool, own room
wflarge closet Call 2-4549, ask for Joni

Help Wanted

Travel

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
. Free trips, Free Dnnks. Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashlours com

Full or part time positions available
in a new child care facility.
352-2506

Subleaser wanted 2 bdrm. apt 521 E.
Merry «D11 Call at 352-4952.

as $1$ or $2 0.'.'.'

m Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida'
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Pnces Guaranteed Book Now & Receive Free Meal Plansl 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com.

NEEDED A SUBLEASER JAN THRU
MAY AT UNIV VILLAGE S250/MO
ELECTRIC ONLY INCLUDES OWN
ROOM, AC, 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
PLEASE CALL 352-2465.

Subleaser needed! $237.50 a month!
Own bedroom-very dose to campus!
Call Cory at 352-6019.

Ado1 a photo or
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FREE BABY BOOM BOX
♦
EARN $1200
Fundraiser lor student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119orext. 15
www.ocmconcepts com

Childcare in my Perrysburg home 3 halt
days (noon-5:00pm. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) (or 3 children Requires
a caring, dependable, non-smoker with
dependable transportation Excellent pay.
References
required.
419-874-3641.
leave message.
Customer Service
RECRUITER
Slatting firm leader of 47 yrs has CS opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland & Columbus areas. We require a 4 yr. college
degree, customer service & PC skills Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts. We offer advancement & benefits.
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022

Hmng all shifts
Full 4 Part Time
Insurance benefits, commission
Apply @ BP on Wooster
Human Resources
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leaders of 47 yrs. has HR opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland 4 Columbus areas We require a 4 yrs. college
degree, customer service 4 PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry 4 servicing client accounts We offer advancement 4 benefits
Fax resume lo (216) 781-7022.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
WILL TRAIN Persons needed to work
with special needs child in my Oregon
home. 3 hrs.-eves-wkends. Provide own
transp $7.00/hr Call 419-693-7869.
ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$7.00 - $7.50
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and parttime seasonal Order Entry personnel to
inpul orders mto our order processing
syslem Positions are open now through
December on day and evening shifts, during the week and on weekends. Must
have basic computer and typing skills.
Positions are also open for customer
service and clerical personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices M-F
from 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m., and Sat. 10:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m. Hickory Farms, 1505 Hoiland Rd., Maumee, OH EOE.

Vm-snf3&&

KJ-3T

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!)
SPRING BREAK 2000
* CANCUN *
* JAMAICA ■
For 10 years Class Travel International
(CTI) has distinguished itself as the most
reliable student event and marketing organization in North America.
Motivated Reps can go on Spring Break
FREE 4 earn over
$$$$$
10,000!
SSSSS
Contact Us today for details!
800/328-1509 www.classtravellntl.com
Sales
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Staffing firm leader of 47 yrs. has entry
level outside sales opportunities. We seek
energetic sales reps with a 4 yr. college
degree 4 customer service or sales experience.
'Salary + commission
'Full benefits
'Car allowance
'Advancement opportunities
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022

THE

BG
NEWS

Applications for Spring 2000
BG News Editor
are now being accepted.
application forms may be
picked up at 204 West Hall
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 23, 1999
Teachers
P-T with F-T possibilities experience or
education preferred but will train, morning
hours and afternoon hours; weekends
and evenings off; send resume to: Slay
and Play 3120 S Byrne Rd.
Toledo. OH
Valet positions avail, for holiday season in
Cleveland & Columbus. Call Gwen in
Cleveland al 216-523-1111 Call Chris in
Columbus at 1-888-469-7690 Parking
Solutions, Inc.
Wailstatf days t or nights Also Holiday
Help days & or nights Apply in person at
Brandywine Country Club. 6904 Salisbury
Rd. Maumee, Ohio 43537.

For Sale
"1111 Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel com 1-800-6786386.

Barecratlers car lop carrier with 2 bike
racks & sailboard rack, $300 new. will sell
lor $50. Call 352-3745.
Computer for sale.
Pentium III 450
Call 354-3288. $850 OBO
Homes Irom $199.30 mo Repos, 4%
down. O.K credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 exl H584.
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
Sofa $75, Vanity desk and chair $125,
bookcase $40. end table $30. Please call
354-0198.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry. «3. Call 353-0325 between
9am-6pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
Hillsdale Apts. Subleaser Needed. Move
in after Christmas, rent free until Feb. Call
354-4909
House for rent. 424 E. Wooster. 3 Bdrm
house Available Fall 2000, $690'month.
Utilities included. 353-7547.
Houses 4 Apts. for 2000-20001
school year
110 4 person rentals avail.
12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.
No calls after. 8pm-Listing at 532 Manville
Houses. 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
Sublease 1 bedroom furnished
apartment Dec-April. $340.
thomasm O bgnet.bgsu.edu
214 Napoleon Rd
Subleasers Needed
Spring Semester
$515/mo. Winthrop Terrace Apts.
2 bdrm 1 bath, 353-9322.
Village Green Apts.
Now leasing lor 2000-01 school yr.
Limited space available.
Call 354-3533.

Bowling Green's
most comprehensive
-0./S-.
sports coverage.

involved on campus. Join The
News. Pick up an application
in 210 West Hall today.
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Win Holiday Gift Certificates
http://WinStuffHere.com
Attention B

EAT & DRINK FOR FREE
• 7 Nights Club Jamaica Beach
Resort
• Roundtrip Air from Detroit
Includes: all meals,
ALL DRINKS,
entertainment, activities, all
taxes, Roundtrip transfers,
& much more
Total Per Person $980.00
Deposit of $100.00 per person
due by December 3,1999.
Final due January 10, 2000
7b Book Call

Looking for exciting, memorable,!

1800-635-8711

h the 1 st through 6th grades? C(

LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT

exciting roles lor yon to play this

GREENBRIAR, INC.

• Earn a little cash
flwW Job Skills

EAST MERRY AVENUE APARTMENTS - 516 and 522
E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

• Enhance portfolios and resumes
• Earn loners of recommendation
• Explore career experiences
We are looking for people in many fields of study, including education,
recreation, theater, social work, communication and more. Don't
miss this marvelous opportunity to work with a dynamic, fun, and
enthusiastic team. COSI is now interviewing for these positions.

MILLSTREAM
©TRAVEL
1793 Tiffin Aue.-Findlav. OH
4194243341

FIELD MANOR APARMENTS - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542
and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS - 818 Thurstin, 624,
670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disposals.

For more information, please contact:
Deborah Crews, COSI WcriuhoprVogromsSuprvfaor
[419J 244.COS1 txt 133
[419]25iCOSIF«

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

L NUM. GmK@CD]MMIU.Uy
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